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The Taliban on Wednesday
called on the holdout bas-

tion of the Panjshir Valley to lay
down their arms as resistance
fighters said they had repulsed
heavy attacks.

The rugged mountain val-
ley with towering snow-capped
peaks — which begins around
80 kilometres (50 miles) north
of Kabul — is the centre of
Afghanistan’s most 
important pocket of armed
anti-Taliban forces.

The National Resistance
Front (NRF), comprising anti-
Taliban militia fighters and
former Afghan security forces,
has vowed to defend the
enclave as the Islamist 
group sends fighters to encir-
cle the area. 

“My brothers, we tried our
best to solve the Panjshir prob-
lem with talks and negotia-
tions... but unfortunately all in
vain,” senior Taliban official
Amir Khan Muttaqi said, in an
audio message to the people of
the Panjshir posted on Twitter.

“Now that the talks have
failed and Mujahiddin
(Taliban) have surrounded
Panjshir, there are still people
inside that don’t want the prob-
lems to be solved peacefully,” 
he added.

“Now it is up to you to talk
to them,” the Taliban message
to the Panjshir people said.
“Those who want to fight, tell
them it is enough.”

Bismillah Mohammadi,
Afghanistan’s Defence Minister
before the Government fell
last month, said the Taliban
had launched a renewed assault
on Panjshir on Tuesday night.
“Last night the Taliban terror-
ists attacked Panjshir, but were
defeated,” Mohammadi tweet-
ed on Wednesday, claiming 34
Taliban were killed and 65
wounded. “Our people should
not worry. They retreated with
heavy casualties.”

Meanwhile, the Taliban
and other Afghan leaders have
reached a “consensus” on the
formation of a new government
and cabinet under the leader-
ship of the group’s top spiritu-
al leader, an official said.
Taliban supreme commander
Haibatullah Akhundzada will
be the top leader of any gov-
erning council, Bilal Karimi, a
member of the group’s cultur-
al commission said on
Wednesday. Mullah Abdul
Ghani Baradar, one of
Akhundzada’s three deputies
and the main public face of the
Taliban, is likely to be in charge
of the daily functioning of the
government, Karimi added.

Continued on Page 2
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Air pollution is likely to
reduce the life expectancy

of about 40 per cent of Indians
by more than nine years, with
Delhi and Uttar Pradesh being
the worst-affected States, said
a report by a US research
group on Wednesday.

Residents of the national
Capital will  lose 9.7 years of
their lives due to pollution
while those in Uttar Pradesh
9.5 years, according to findings
in the Air Quality Life Index
(AQLI) report, a tool developed
by the Energy Policy 
Institute of the University of
Chicago (EPIC).

“Alarmingly, India’s high
levels of air pollution have
expanded geographically over
time,” the EPIC report further
painted a grim picture of the
health hazard.

Compared to a couple of
decades ago, particulate pollu-
tion is no longer a feature of the
Indo-Gangetic plains alone.
Pollution has increased in
States of Maharashtra and
Madhya Pradesh. For example,
the average person in those
States is now losing an addi-
tional 2.5 to 2.9 years 
of life expectancy, relative to
early 2000.

“Nearly 40 per cent of
India’s population is exposed to
pollution levels not seen in any
other country, with 510 million
residents of northern India on
track to lose 8.5 years of life
expectancy on average, if pol-
lution levels persist,” it added.

The annual average PM2.5
concentration in the cities of
Allahabad and Lucknow in
Uttar Pradesh is 12 times the
WHO guideline. Residents of
Lucknow stand to lose 11.1
years of life expectancy if these
pollution levels persist.

In 2019, India’s particulate
matter concentration was 70.3
μg/m  — the highest in the
world and 7 times the WHO’s
guideline of 10 μg/m .

It further said South Asia
is home to the most polluted
countries on earth, with
Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and
Pakistan accounting for near-
ly a quarter of the global pop-
ulation and consistently rank-
ing among the top five most
polluted countries in the world.

Continued on Page 2
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The  reported Covid-19
breakthrough infections in

India are well within the
expected numbers taking into
account the total infections
and other factors.

When a person gets an
infection even after being vac-
cinated against it, it is called a
breakthrough case.

A genome sequencing gov-
ernment consortium Insacog
(The Indian SARS-CoV-2
Genomic Consortia)  has said
in its bulletin dated August 30
that  Delta continues to be the
dominant variant in India and
across the world.

“The number of reported
vaccination breakthroughs in
India is well within the num-
bers expected from the total
number of infections, the frac-
tion of population that is vac-
cinated and the known reduc-

tion in the effectiveness of
Covishield/Covaxin against
infections by Delta. Vaccines
continue to protect against
severe disease and remain a
cornerstone of public health
strategy,” Insacog  said.

Based on high stringency
reclassification by Insacog, the
total number of Delta sub-lin-
eages — Delta Plus AY.1 to

AY.12 — in India is only 856
out of all samples analysed,
which is much less than what
is reported on some global
websites. It said AY.12 that
was first noted in Israel and
currently driving infection in
the country, which has inocu-
lated 60 per cent of its popula-
tion, is not yet seen in India.

Continued on Page 2
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Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath

on Wednesday directed a thor-
ough investigation into the
role of employees of various
departments, including Noida
Development Authority, in
whose alleged connivance
permission was given for the
construction of illegal
Supertech Emerald Court twin
towers, which have been
ordered to be demolished by
the Supreme Court. 

“Thousands of flat owners
of Supertech Emerald Court
housing projects in
Gautambudh Nagar suffered
because of some corrupt offi-
cials. Despite having paid the
money, thousands of investors

were taken for a ride by the
builders between 2004 and
2012. This needs to be probed,”
the CM said.

Following the instructions
of the CM, NOIDA Authority
CEO Ritu Maheshwari has set
up a probe committee com-
prising two Additional CEOs.
The team will investigate the
planning department’s lapses.
The team will also investigate
the role of retired officials.

Greater Noida: The owner of
a restaurant in Greater Noida
was shot dead on Tuesday
night in a fight that started over
a delay in an order. Three
accused men were arrested on
Wednesday after an encounter
with police.

The man who was killed
ran a restaurant inside an
apartment complex. Late on
Tuesday, a delivery agent for
online platform Swiggy reached
the restaurant to collect an
order of chicken biryani and
poori sabzi. Three young men
on a bike, who say they were
driving around near the restau-
rant, stopped and approached
the delivery agent, police said.
One of the bikers used to work
with another food delivery ser-
vice and had stopped to ask the
agent about a job.

When the Swiggy agent’s
order was delayed, he got into
an argument with an employ-
ee. The three men, who were
drunk, jumped into the fight
and allegedly shot its owner,
Sunil Agarwal, in the head,
police said.

A restaurant employee and
other staff members rushed the

man to hospital, where he was
declared brought dead.

Addressing the media,
Gautam Buddh Nagar Police
said, “Under Beta 2 police sta-
tion, an incident happened at
a restaurant last night. The
owner of a restaurant, which
supplies food through Swiggy
and Zomato, was murdered.
The Police Commissioner had
ordered to carry out checking
in the district and many police
teams were pressed into action.”

Police said the Beta 2 Police
team came across the suspects
on Wednesday during an inten-
sive checking. “Today, inspec-
tor Beta 2 and their team was
carrying out checking near
Zero Point when they saw
three suspected men approach-
ing them on a bike.” 

Continued on Page 2
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Following torrential rainfall
on Wednesday, the nation-

al Capital saw heavy traffic
snarls and waterlogging. 

The Wednesday rain was
the highest single-day rainfall
in September in 19 years.
Weather stations in the city
recorded 112.1 mm rainfall in
24 hours. 

Waterlogging and traffic
snarls were witnessed in many
parts of the city, including the

Minto Road railway under-
pass, while several low-lying
areas submerged.

According to the Delhi
Traffic Police  and PWD offi-
cials, Minto Bridge, Janpath
Road, surrounding areas of
Lajpat Nagar Metro Station,
Munirka, Lala Lajpat Rai Marg,
Moolchand Bus Stand,
Aurobindo Marg near the
AIIMS flyover, surrounding
areas of Jungpura Metro
Station, Ring Road near
Moolchand and Rohtak Road

were among the places hit by
waterlogging.

The Delhi Traffic Police
took to the Twitter and
informed commuters of traffic
diversions. “Traffic movement
on Minto Bridge has been
closed due to waterlogging.
Traffic diverted from CP
towards Barakhamba and traf-
fic coming from Kamla Market
side diverted towards Deen
Dayal Upadhyay Road,” traffic
police said in a tweet.

Continued on Page 2
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The prices of non-subsidised
Liquefied Petroleum Gas

(LPG) domestic cylinders have
been hiked again by �25 a piece
on Wednesday. After the latest
hike, a domestic cylinder (14.2
kilograms) would cost �884.50
a piece in Delhi.

The price of a 19-kg com-
mercial cylinder has also been
increased by �75, which will
now cost �1,693 in Delhi. This
is the second consecutive
hike in a span of two weeks
and third since June 1.

Generally, the
LPG cylinder prices
are revised on the
1st and 15th of every
month by the oil
marketing companies
(OMCs). Between
January 1 and
September 1, the price
of cooking gas cylin-

ders has gone up by �190 each.
At present prices, electric cook-
ing is cheaper than LPG.

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi slammed the
Government on Twitter over
the price hike of LPG cyclinder
saying the public was forced to
sleep on an empty stomach. 

Continued on Page 2
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The residents in Haryana
are losing an average lifes-

pan of 8.4 years due to expo-
sure to severe air pollution in
the State.

The air quality life index
(AQLI), released by the Energy
Policy Institute at the
University of Chicago (EPIC)
on Wednesday stated that cit-
izens in Haryana can live up to
8.4 years more on an average,
if particulate matter (PM2.5)
concentration in the State is at
the level of 10 μg/m3 (mili-
micrograms per meter cube)
which is deemed safe by the
World Health Organization.

The annual average PM 2.5
concentration in Haryana was
96 μg/m3 in 2019. 

Continued on Page 2
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After two MLAs deserted the
saffron outfit in two con-

secutive days, seven BJP legis-
lators from north Bengal
skipped a crucial party meeting
on Wednesday.

Bengal president Dilip
Ghosh, however, said the State

party unit was intact and 
that further defections were 
unlikely.

Amid rumors that a good
number of saffron legislators
were in touch with the
Trinamool Congress, the BJP
leadership had called a meeting
of 29 MLAs from north Bengal
at Siliguri. The meeting was to

be addressed by senior leaders
like Raju Bista and John Burla.

Among the absentees were
MLAs Ashok Lahiri,
Vivekananda Barui, Manoj
Oraon, Dibakar Gharami,
Satyendranath Roy, Joel
Murmu and Gopal Saha, party
sources said.

Continued on Page 2
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Taking a dig at the BJP-led
Union Government at the

Centre for initiating talks with
the Taliban, former Jammu &
Kashmir Chief Minister and
National Conference vice-pres-
ident Omar Abdullah on
Wednesday asked the Centre to
clarify whether the new rulers
of Afghanistan are viewed as
terrorists or not by the Indian
Government.

“Either Taliban is a terror-
ist organisation or not, please

clarify to us how you see them.
If they are a terror group, why
are you talking to them? If not

then will you (Centre) move to
the United Nations and have it
delisted as a terror organisa-
tion? Make up your mind,”
Abdullah said in response to a
specific question posed to him
at the Jammu based party
headquarters in Sher-e-
Kashmir bhawan.

Omar was interacting with
the media at the party office
after attending a meeting of
party leaders from Jammu
region along with party presi-
dent Dr Farooq Abdullah.

Continued on Page 2
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Hardline separatist leader
Syed Ali Shah Geelani

passed away  after a pro-
longed illness at his
Hyderpora residence in
Srinagar late on Wednesday.
He was 91.

Immediately after the
news  of his death was circu-
lated, the local police teams
beefed up security in and
around Hyderpora area of
Srinagar to contain a large
gathering of his supporters. 

Peoples Democratic Party
Chief Mehbooba Mufti was
among the first few politicians
in Kashmir valley who con-
firmed the media reports of
his death late in the evening.
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Puducherry: Chief Minister N
Rangasamy on Wednesday  said
the Centre has decided to con-
cede the demand for Statehood
to Puducherry.   

Replying to the views of
members of both the ruling and
opposition  blocks during a
debate on budget for the fiscal
2021-22 in the legislative  assem-
bly, the Chief Minister said,
"statehood is absolutely neces-
sary  for Puducherry."  

He noted that several hard-
ships had been experienced
without statehood status f r
Puducherry. The Central
Government has decided to
concede the plea for full-fledged
statehood for Puducherry,  the

CM said without elaborating. He
also announced that monthly
assistance  given to freedom
fighters under a State
Government scheme as pension
for the freedom fighters would
be raised to  �10,000 from the
present  �9,000. 

Rangasamy said his gov-
ernment had decided to exempt
students  selected through the
Centralised Admission
Committee (CENTAC) for
medical and engineering stu-
dents from paying tuition fees.
The Government  would bear
the expenditure.

The legislation would get �2
crores  under Local Area
Development scheme instead of

� 1 crore disbursed  so far. 
He also announced that

monthly assistance given to
aged press  persons would be
hiked to �8,000 from present
�7,500. 

The internship  allowance to
the medical graduates would be
raised from present �5,000 to
�20,000. 

Rangasamy further said he
has requested Prime  Minister
Narendra Modi to sanction cen-
tral grants to the Puducherry
budget under 90:10 ratio, with
Centre's contribution at 90 per-
cent  of the total requirements
and the territorial
Government`s share  being 10
percent.  PTI
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Panaji: Foreign nationals stay-
ing in Goa can now take Covid-
19 vaccines after showing the
passport, a state government
official said on Wednesday. 

Goa Vaccination Nodal
Officer Dr Anup Netravalkar
told reporters that foreign
nationals can either book a slot
online through the CoWIN
portal or visit vaccination cen-
tres to receive the jab.

He said the foreigners, who
had received their first dose of
the vaccine outside Goa, can
take the second jab in the coastal
state. 

Netravalkar also said the
state government has decided to
reduce the gap between two
doses of vaccine for the teach-
ing and non-teaching staff from
84 days to six weeks. PTI
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In a development that sparked
displeasure in the ruling Maha

Vikas Aghadi (MVS) circles,
the CBI late on Wednesday
evening detained former Home
Minister Anil Deshmukh’s son-
in-law and lawyer near their
Worli residence in south-central
Mumbai “all of a sudden”.

Stating this, Nationalist
Congress Party’s national
spokesperson and Minorities
Minister Nawab Malik said that
Deshmukh’s daughter, son-in-
law, daughter-in-law and the for-
mer minister’s lawyer were going
out when the “sudden” detention
took place.  

“All of a sudden, they were
intercepted by around a dozen
persons -- said to be from the
CBI -- who asked them to step

out of their car. They asked
Deshmukh's son-in-law and
lawyer to get in their vehicle and
sped away, without any expla-
nation,” Malik said in a state-
ment.

Sources said that
Deshmukh’s son-in-law was
released  late in the night after
recording his statement.
However, the CBI continued
Deshmukh’s lawyer Anand
Daga.

Unconfirmed reports said
that the questioning was related
to an internal inquiry launched
by the CBI into allegations that
Deshmukh's legal team tried to
bribe some lower ranked CBI
officials involved in the
Preliminary Enquiry (PE).

Expressing his serious dis-
pleasure over the detention of
Deshmukh’s son-in-law and

lawyer, Malik said: “The deten-
tion is illegal and in violation of
rules. The CBI should come
clean immediately as to why
they detained Deshmukh’s son-
in-law and lawyer”.    

Dubbing move as “extreme-
ly serious”, Maharashtra State
Congress Spokesperson Sachin
Sawant said: “They were taken
away without serving any
notice… The laws are being
trampled and the country is run
by ‘Modi-shahi’".

Deshmukh  resigned from
his post as the State Home
Minister on April 5 2021 with-
in hours after the Bombay High
Court ordered a “Preliminary
Enquiry” (PE) by the CBI into
the serious charges of corruption
made against him by Mumbai’s
former Police Commissioner
Param Bir Singh.
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From Page 1
Interestingly, Omar refused to respond to questions whether

the situation in Afghanistan will have any impact on Jammu and
Kashmir or not?  “I don’t have any information so it is better you
pose this question to the Government of India, i cannot answer
this question as i don’t have any information with me,” Omar told
reporters after he was quizzed by them.

Omar’s remarks came a day after India held first talks with
the Taliban on Tuesday. Indian envoy to Qatar Deepak Mittal
had met Taliban leader Sher Mohammad Abbas Stanekzai in
Doha, the first high-level contact between the two sides on a day
the US completed withdrawal of its troops from Afghanistan. It
said the meeting took place at the Embassy of India, Doha, on
the request of the Taliban side.

During the meeting, The Ministry of External Affairs said
Ambassador Mittal raised India’s concern at the meeting that
Afghanistan’s soil should not be used for anti-Indian activities
and terrorism in any manner.

It said the discussions focused on safety, security and early
return of Indian nationals stranded in Afghanistan as well as the
travel of Afghan nationals wishing to visit India. The MEA said
the Taliban leader assured Mittal that these issues would be pos-
itively addressed.

From Page 1
“Zakhira underpass is closed due to water-

logging. Kindly take alternative from Anand
Parbat/Roshanara Road. Obstruction in the car-
riageway from Dhaula Kuan towards 11 Murti
due to heavy waterlogging. Traffic is moving in
one lane,” the traffic police said on Twitter.

It said that traffic at Azad Market Subway
towards Pratap Nagar has been obstructed due
to waterlogging and appealed to commuters to
avoid the stretch.

The intensity of rain was such that it
reduced visibility on roads and the traffic
department had to issue an advisory for com-
muters to put on the headlights of their vehi-
cles. “It is advisable to put your vehicle head-
lights on during the rainy season to increase vis-
ibility,” the traffic police said.

The PWD officials said waterlogging com-

plaints were being addressed without delay.
“Due to high intensity rains waterlogging

occurred at a number of locations in the city. Our
field staff is on the ground to tackle waterlog-
ging issues,” a senior PWD official said.

On an average, the capital gauges 125.1 mm
precipitation in September every year, accord-
ing to the India Meteorological Department
(IMD). This means that Delhi recorded 90 per-
cent of the monthly quota of rain on the first
day of the month. Mahesh Palawat, Vice
President, Skymet Weather, a private forecast-
ing agency, said the monsoon pattern is chang-
ing due to climate change. “The number of rainy
days has reduced over the last four to five years,
and there has been an increase in extreme weath-
er events,” he said.

“We have been recording short and intense
bouts of rains, sometimes around 100 mm rain-
fall in just 24 hours. In the past, this much pre-
cipitation would occur over a period of 10 to 15
days,” he said. 

From Page 1
“The consultations on forming an inclusive Afghan gov-

ernment within the Islamic Emirate’s leaders, with the leaders
from previous government and other influential leaders have offi-
cially ended,” Karimi said. “They have reached a consensus. We’re
about to announce a functioning cabinet and government in a
few days, not weeks.”

Residents and fighters in Panjshir, many of whom fought the
Taliban when they were last in power from 1996 to 2001, offered
a defiant message. “We are ready to defend it till the last drop
of our blood,” said one resident.

“Everyone has a weapon on their shoulder and ready to fire,”
another said. “From the youngest to the oldest, they all talk about
resistance.” As the last US soldiers boarded their flight out of
Afghanistan in the Kabul dark late on Monday, residents of
Panjshir said the Taliban had attacked the valley on two fronts
--- the Khawak pass in the west, and from Shotol to the south.

“Perhaps they wanted to try their luck,” NRF official Fahim
Dashti said in a video posted Tuesday by the US broadcaster Voice
of America’s Dari language service. “By the grace of God, luck
wasn’t on their side.”

Dashti reported seven or eight Taliban fighters were killed
in Monday’s clashes along with one or two resistance fighters.

The Panjshir has immense symbolic value in Afghanistan as
the area that has resisted occupation by invaders. “We defend-
ed it during the era of the Russians, the era of the British, the
previous era of the Taliban... we will continue to defend it,” one
fighter said.

Ahmad Massoud, one of the NRF’s leaders, is the son of the
late guerrilla commander Ahmad Shah Massoud, who was
dubbed the “Lion of Panjshir” for holding out, first against Soviet
and then Taliban forces.

The valley has limited entry points and its geography offers
a natural military advantage --- defending units can use high posi-
tions to effectively target attacking forces.

This week, Panjshir fighters held military training in a show
of force, with men carrying heavy logs on their shoulders cross-
ing chest-deep icy rivers. Above their armoured vehicles and over
their bases fluttered their flag, a challenge to the Taliban’s white
banner now hauled up across the rest of the country.

Many Afghans are terrified of a repeat of the Taliban’s ini-
tial rule from 1996 to 2001, which was infamous for their treat-
ment of girls and women, as well as a brutal justice system.

The NRF has set up machine gun nests, mortars and sur-
veillance posts fortified with sandbags in anticipation of a Taliban
assault. Communications are difficult with the valley, with Taliban
forces on three sides. Internet into Panjshir has been on and off
repeatedly in recent days.

From Page 1
Similar sequences that are

also being classified as AY.12 at
low stringency do not have the
same epidemiological signifi-
cance, the Insacog said.

However, there was no word
on the new variant of SARS-
CoV-2, the virus which causes
Covid-19, that has been detect-
ed in South Africa and many
other countries globally which
could be more transmissible
and evade protection provided
by vaccines.

Scientists from National
Institute for Communicable
Diseases (NICD) and the
KwaZulu-Natal Research
Innovation and Sequencing
Platform (KRISP) in South
Africa said the potential variant
of interest, C.1.2, was first detect-
ed in the country in May this
year.

C.1.2 has since been found
in China, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo,
Mauritius, England, New
Zealand, Portugal and
Switzerland as of August 13, they

said.The Insacog said there are
no new VOC (Variant of
Concern) or VUIs (Variant
Under Investigation) added
globally.Updated biological data
suggest that Delta plus K417N
(AY.1, AY.2) is antigenically
similar to Delta with cross-neu-
tralisation.There is thus no sig-
nificantly increased risk of
immune escape by
Delta+K417N in people with
immunity to Delta, as per the
updated biological data.

“Vaccination breakthroughs
with Delta continue to be high-
ly frequent and the same is like-
ly to be true for Delta sub-lin-
eages,” it said with regards to
infections globally. The Insacog
said AY.4 variant is a major evo-
lutionary branch of Delta, as
would be expected with time
and spread, and presently has no
other known clinical signifi-
cance.Since the new lineage-
defining mutations are not
presently of clinical significance,
these should not be considered
Delta plus which is, in any case,
an inexact terminology best
restricted to AY.1 and AY.2 vari-
ants at this time, it said.

From Page 1
“We already had inputs

about a suspected bike number
and when we tried to stop
them, they f led towards
University road. Another police
party created a blockade from
the University road side and the
riders started firing at police. In
counter firing exchange, a
criminal named Vikas
Chaudhary was shot in the leg
and was injured. He has been
admitted to hospital. We have
recovered a pistol from him
and the Splendor bike used in
the crime has also been recov-
ered,” said police.

“The staff called me to say
their owner was shot. When I
reached, he was still breathing.
I first dialed 100 and then
called for an ambulance. We
finally took him to hospital in
our car,” said Rakesh Nagar,
who lives near the restaurant.

From Page 1
Lauding India’s National

Clean Air Programme (NCAP),
launched in 2019 to rein in dan-
gerous pollution levels, the EPIC
report said “achieving and sus-
taining” the NCAP goals would
raise the country’s overall life
expectancy by 1.7 years and that
of New Delhi by 3.1 years.

The NCAP aims to reduce
pollution in the 102 worst affect-
ed cities by 20 per cent-30 per
cent by 2024 by ensuring cuts in
industrial emissions and vehic-
ular exhaust, introducing strin-
gent rules for transport fuels and
biomass burning and reducing
dust pollution. It will also entail
better monitoring systems.

According to the EPIC’s
findings, neighbouring
Bangladesh could raise average
life expectancy by 5.4 years if the
country improves air quality to
levels recommended by the
World Health Organization.

To arrive at the life
expectancy number, EPIC
compared the health of peo-
ple exposed to different lev-
els of long-term air pollution
and applied the results to var-
ious places in India and else-
where.

From Page 1
The air pollution is reduc-

ing the life expectancy of peo-
ple by 5.5 years in Haryana, rel-
ative to what it would be if the
safe limits for PM 2.5 levels in
India i.e. 40ug/m3 is met, the
report said.  The AQLI, devel-
oped by EPIC, converts air pol-
lution concentrations into their
impact on life expectancy and
tells how much longer can we
live if we breathe in clean air.

On sustained exposure to
particulate pollution in neigh-
bouring States of Punjab and
Himachal where WHO guide-
lines were not met, the findings
in the report stated that this has
shortened the lives of people in
Punjab by 5.6 years and in
Himachal, by 2.9 years.

In the Union Territory of
Chandigarh, which is the joint
capital of Punjab and Haryana,
the residents are losing up to
5.5 years of their lives due to
exposure to air pollution.

The 510 million residents
of northern India, 40 per cent
of the country’s population, are
on track to lose 8.5 years of life
expectancy on average, if pol-
lution levels of 2019 persist,
said the report.

It further revealed that
overall, air pollution shortens
average Indian life expectan-
cy by 5.9 years, relative to
what it would be if the WHO
guideline was met and three
years relative to what it
would be if pollution were
reduced to meet the country’s
own national standard.
Notably, the northern State of
Haryana faces a major chal-
lenge to improve the wors-
ening air quality due to con-
tinuous growth of urban
population, industrial emis-
sions, motor vehicle emis-
sions and the stubble burn-
ing.

From Page 1
The Wednesday’s devel-

opment assumes significance
in the wake of Bishnupur
MLA Tanmoy Ghosh and
Badga legislator Biswajit Das
quitting the BJP for the TMC.

In Kolkata senior BJP
leaders said the absence had
nothing to do with defection.
“Those who had come from
the Trinamool, Congress have
gone back to that party…
they had thought that the BJP
was coming to power and so
they joined us to be on the
ruling side … some people
cannot remain out of power…
these are such kind of peo-
ple… but the absence of some
MLAs from a meeting today
has nothing to do with defec-
tion …they are very much in
the BJP,” said Ghosh.

The BJP which had won
77 seats in the Assembly polls
was left with 72 MLAs after
Tuesday. While Nisith

Pramanik and Jagannath
Sarkar two

MPs who contested the
Assembly elections tendered
their resignations soon after
the polls, BJP vice president
and Krishnagar MLA Mukul
Roy was the first to quit the
saffron outfit soon after the
polls.

He was followed by
Ghosh and Das on Monday
and Tuesday. Both the leaders
said that they were unhappy
with the BJP’s style of func-
tioning.

On the absence of seven
legislators from the
Wednesday’s meeting sources
in the BJP said there was a lot
of grumbling in the party
against its latest stand on a
separate State constituting the
districts of North Bengal. 

Leaders like Burla,
Pramanik and even Ghosh
had supported the cause of a
separate State which was not
liked by many workers of the
party, sources said.

From Page 1
“The one who is forcing

the public to sleep on an
empty stomach is resting
under the shadow of his
friends,” the Congress MP
claimed. Officials said the oil
companies had held back LPG
price hikes on August 1 to ease
pressure on the government
during the Parliament session.

In Mumbai, the rate of
14.2 kg LPG cylinder is now Rs
884.5, it was previously sold at
Rs 859.50. For a cooking gas
cylinder in Chennai, LPG
cylinder will cost Rs 900.50,
which was being at Rs 875.50
till August 31.  For an LPG
cylinder in Uttar Pradesh’s
Lucknow, you will have to
pay Rs 897.5.

A domestic cylinder cost
Rs 809 a piece on June 1, this

was hiked to Rs 834 a piece on
July 1. The price was once
again hiked by Rs 25 a piece on
August 17, taking the price to
Rs 859 a cylinder. The price of
domestic cooking gas has more
than doubled in the last seven
years.  The retail selling price
of domestic gas was Rs 410.5
per 14.2-kg cylinder on March
1, 2014. 

The Government elimi-
nated subsidies on LPG by
raising rates every month.
These monthly increases led to
the elimination of subsidies by
May 2020. In India, the OMCs
sell 14.2 kg cylinders to domes-
tic households at the prices
prevalent in the open market,
but the government provides
subsidies for 12 such cylinders
to every household each year
with the help of a direct ben-
efit transfer to their bank
accounts.
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Delhi schools re-opened on
Wednesday nearly 17

months after shutting down
because of the Covid-19 pan-
demic. Students of classes 9 to
12 returned to schools with
strict Covid protocols. Deputy
Chief Minister and Education
Minister of Delhi, Manish
Sisodia said that parents who
are reluctant to send their chil-
dren to school for offline class-
es are risking their education
and their future.

He said the turnout on the
first day of opening of schools
after a prolonged break lasting
over 17 months was sparse
because of the fear of infection
among parents.

The turnout was also
affected by the heavy rainfall in
the city which threw all traffic
out of gear. However, despite all

these issues a significant num-
ber of children attended school. 

“Everyone is in alert mode
regarding the health of the
children,” Sisodia said and gave
strict instructions to schools
and to follow all Covid proto-
cols.

“There has been a lot of
damage to the education of the
children. If schools and colleges
are not opened now, then an
entire generation will move
forward with a knowledge gap.
We are in full alert mode and
it will be ensured that  all
schools follow Covid protocols
and social distancing. Based on
the experiences of the first
round, the decision on opening
the school for other classes will
be taken,” the Education
Minister said.

The AAP leader has given
strict instructions to school
administrations and

Government officials. “At pre-
sent, schools are being opened
with 50 per cent capacity, but
once these protocols become a
habit among children, schools
will be opened with full capac-
ity. Many experts were of the
opinion that the risk of
Coronavirus in children is low.
Keeping this in view, schools
can be opened for primary
classes starting from 100-150
schools. But, the Government
will decide to open schools for
primary classes only on the
basis of the experience of open-
ing schools for the higher
grades,” he added. 

Furthermore, Deputy CM
Sisodia also notified that teach-
ing will not begin immediate-
ly once schools and colleges
start. In the first few days, work
will be done on their social-
emotional well-being through
dialogue so that the children
can be brought out of this men-
tally unsettling phase.

“Due to non-opening of
schools and colleges, the college
campus was confined to a
room in the student’s house.
The education of children is
not only in their syllabus, but
going to college is also a part of
their studies. This helps in
their social and professional
development.”

The Delhi Government
had sought suggestions from
parents through email to
reopen schools, in which more
than 70 per cent parents said
schools should be reopened. 
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With the city recording
more than 64.2 mm of

rainfall on Wednesday multiple
stretches across Gurugram
were flooded. However, offi-
cials claimed that efforts were
on to clear waterlogging.

After a few hours of rain on
the second consecutive day
caused heavy waterlogging
both vehicular traffic and
pedestrian movement was dis-
rupted on several roads. 

Morning rush hour traffic
was affected and the police
struggled to keep the vehicles
moving. The policemen were
seen standing in knee-deep
water while struggling to keep
traffic going.

Nearly 3-4 feet of water was
accumulated at several city
roads while the rainwater
flooded the city’s industrial

area in Sector-37, Sector-34,
Khandsa and Manesar.

Traffic movement on the
Delhi-Jaipur-Mumbai highway
was severely hit due to water-
logging.

Nearly 70 per cent of the
city was submerged in an aver-
age of 3 feet of water with the
worst-hit areas being Signature
Tower Chowk, Ram Chok
(Udyog Vihar), Narsinghpur
(NH-48), Haldiram towards
Manesar, Basai Road,
Nathupur, Z Chowk near Huda
City Centre Metro Station,
Bilaspur Chowk, Dronacharya
Metro Station, Iffck Metro
Station, Galleria Market Road,
Good Earth Mall, Mayfield
Garden Chowk, Sector-12
Chowk, Mini Secretariat,
Sector-21/22 T-point, Medicity
T-point and Sheetla Mata
Road.

The water also entered sev-
eral houses in Sector 7, Sector

9, Sector 10, Malibu Town,
Anjna colony, Saraswati
Enclave, Sheetla Colony, Rajiv
Colony, Ashok Vihar, Palam
Vihar and Sushant Lok.

Apart from the city roads,
multiple underpasses, includ-
ing Rajiv Chowk, Hero Hoda
Chowk, Signature Tower,
Medanta Underpass and
Signature Tower Underpass
were also submerged. The local
authorities had to installed
machines to flush out rainwa-
ter. The residents of Gurugram
took to social media to vent
their woes and slam the local
authorities for the huge mess.

“Traffic Alert: Water log-
ging has been reported at Basai
Road. Our traffic officials are
on the spot to facilitate traffic
flow. Commuters are request-
ed to plan their travel accord-
ingly,” tweeted by the traffic
police.

Several residents took to

Twitter to share their experi-
ences and posted photos of
waterlogging and traffic jams.

Office-goers in the city,
too, faced a lot of inconve-
nience due to traffic disrup-

tions.
“We have already deployed

traffic personnel at the major
junctions of the city to ensure
smooth traffic movement,”
Subhash Boken, said.
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The Police Control Room
(PCR) patrolling vans of

Delhi Police have been inte-
grated with police stations
from September 1, for better
surveillance and better effi-
ciency in handling the law and
order issues in the national
Capital.

According to Chinmoy
Biswal, the spokesperson of
Delhi Police, in the current sys-
tem, these vans, also called
mobile patrol vans (MPVs),
have their own patrol beats,
base points and routes under
the command of the central
PCR and this merger will boost
the force’s functioning, includ-
ing investigation.

“The step was taken after
Delhi Police Commissioner
Rakesh Asthana constituted a
high-level committee to coor-
dinate this systemic change
following detailed examina-
tion of all aspects,” said Biswal.

The committee comprised
Sundari Nanda, the Special
Commissioner of Police,
Headquarters, Muktesh
Chander, the Special CP,
Operations and Satish Golcha,
the Special CP, South Zone.

“The merger of the present
jurisdictional strength of the
police control room (PCR)
and that of police station beats
will increase manpower and
vehicular capabilities of police
stations to conduct beat
patrolling and keep better sur-
veillance on criminals and ille-
gal activities, besides attending
to law and order functions
under the single command of
the police station or police
district,” said Biswal.

“Over 800 PCR MPVs will
now get absorbed into police
stations in the new system. 

The new decentralised sys-
tem will allow police stations to
organise patrolling along with
PCR MPV staff and bring
them under their human
resources,” Biswal said.

“For all practical purpos-
es, the PCR staff, numbering
around 5,000, shall be consid-
ered for posting to police sta-
tions,” he said.
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The Delhi Police has arrest-
ed a 41-year-old truck dri-

ver who had rammed into a
bike on August 21 in Delhi,
leaving one person dead and
another critically injured.

The accused has been iden-
tified as Sanjay Kumar Singh,
a resident of Asola Extension in
Fatehpur Beri area.

According to a senior
police official, on August 21,
the police received information
about the accident following
which a police team was dis-
patched for the spot.

“The injured men, both
residents of Sultanpur here,
were taken to AIIMS Trauma

Centre where the person
named Sanjay (26) was
declared brought dead, and
the other named Gaurav (25)
was admitted in a critical con-
dition,” said the senior police
official.

“During investigation, the
police analysed the CCTV
footage of the area thorough-
ly. In a footage, a heavy vehi-
cle was seen hitting the motor-
cycle but its registration num-
ber was not clear,” he said.

“The route of the vehicle
was checked through CCTV
camera footage, but still the
vehicle could not be traced.
However, it became clear that
the vehicle was from the near-
by area,” he said.
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Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
senior leader Manish

Sisodia on Wednesday took
part in a ‘Tiranga Sankalp
Yatra’ in Noida to mark the
75th year of Independence.

Attacking the Uttar
Pradesh Government, Sisodia
said, “Our freedom fighters
gave their lives to protect the
honour of our Tiranga but the
honour of the same Tiranga is
now at stake in Uttar Pradesh
because of its cheap politics.”

“The AAP will take the

glory and honour of the
Tiranga to a new high through
its dedication and devotion
for the uplift of Uttar Pradesh,”
he added.

Recently, Agra police had
registered a case against 17
AAP leaders, including Delhi
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia and Rajya Sabha mem-
ber Sanjay Singh, for violating
Covid-19 protocols during the
party’s Tiranga Yatra.

“The AAP will carry out
the Tiranga Yatra in all the
Assembly seats in Uttar
Pradesh and take a pledge that
every child, woman, elderly

person and farmer living under
the Tiranga should not be
robbed of their rights,” Sisodia
said.

Sisodia said, “Uttar
Pradesh Government is neither
able to provide jobs to the
unemployed nor farmers are
getting a fair price for their
crops. Corruption is rampant
everywhere in the entire State.
We will take the politics of
development to every village of
Uttar Pradesh through honesty
and education. In the 75th
year of Independence, we take
a pledge that through our
work, we will increase the

pride of the Tiranga. We will
work and fulfil the dream of
India as envisioned by Baba
Saheb and other freedom fight-
ers.”

On the occasion AAP
Rajya Sabha MP Sanjay Singh
said, “The AAP will carry out
this yatra in Ayodhya on
September 14 and later in 403
assembly segments of Uttar
Pradesh.

“We will stand under the
Tiranga and take a pledge that
we will make Uttar Pradesh
corruption free, ensuring right
price to farmers for their crops,
upliftment of the poor and pro-

viding employment, ensuring
free health treatment and qual-
ity education,” he said.  

“There is an atmosphere
like British rule in Uttar
Pradesh. When the AAP
organised a Tiranga Yatra in
Agra, 517 people were sued by
the Yogi Government. Today,
the lotus flag has become big-
ger than our Tiranga, for the
BJP. When the BJP takes out
the Jan-Ashirwad Yatra, thou-
sands of people gather and
nothing happens, but if people
celebrate Independence with
the Tiranga, then they are
prosecuted,” Singh said.
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Delhi’s Public Works
Department (PWD)

Minister Satyendar Jain on
Wednesday said the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP)
Government is constructing
seven new hospitals with a
unique building material tech-
nique.

These hospitals are being
constructed at Sarita Vihar,
Shalimar Bagh, Sultanpuri,
Kirari, Raghubir Nagar, GTB
Hospital Campus and Chacha
Nehru Bal Chikitsalaya.

Jain standardised the pro-
cedure for the construction of
the new hospitals, which will
follow the precast building
material technique along with
an energy-efficient and envi-
ronment-friendly approach.

“All steel and concrete
material structures will be
manufactured in factories and
builders will only have to
assemble them on the con-
struction site, which will boost
the construction speed. In-
house Green Sewage Treatment
Plants (STPs) will be made in
the hospitals with Zero Liquid
Discharge (ZLD),” Jain said.

He took stock of the
advancement of the work of

these hospitals and directed the
officials to speed up the work.

He also directed the offi-
cials to adopt the modern
methods of construction so
that quality work can be com-
pleted in time.

Jain took to Twitter to talk
about the development,
“Convened a meeting with
PWD officials and took stock
of the advancement of the
work of seven hospitals being
constructed by the Kejriwal
Government in the Capital.
Directed the officials to use

modern methods of construc-
tion so that the quality work
can be completed in record
time.”

He also directed the offi-
cials to make Green Sewage
Treatment Plants (STPs) in the
hospitals. To this, he added,
“These STPs will be devoid of
any foul odour and will con-
sume with very little power to
function. All seven new hospi-
tals will have in-house STPs
with ZLD. All the hospitals will
use five-star electric appliances
that will be energy efficient.”
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Several important people
from Christian community

joined the Delhi Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP)  in the pres-
ence of president Adesh Gupta.

Among the hundreds of
those who joined the BJP fam-
ily included Bishop Jonathan
Singh and other priests.

“With  the joining of
known personalities from
Christian community, the mis-
conception that BJP only pro-
motes a particular community
now has been set to rest. This
is because the BJP believes in
‘sabka sath, sabka vikas, sabka
vishwas aur sabka prayas’,”
Gupta said.

The BJP State president,

while welcoming the new
entrants into the BJP fold, said
the way the Modi Government
tackled the corona pandemic
has become an example in the
entire world. “In a single day,
over 1.32 crore vaccines were
administered and till now 65
crore people have been vacci-
nated which is a record in
itself,”he added.

Gupta said the party has
endeavoured to bring all sec-
tions of the society into the
mainstream.

“The Modi Government
has ensured that all sections of
society are benefited from its
welfare programmes and poli-
cies and hence these policies
have reached every household,”
“Everybody has faith in BJP

family because of its welfare
agenda and that is why the
party is getting bigger as an
organisation,” the BJP leader
added.

Bishop Jonathan Singh
said,  “I decided to join the BJP
family with my entire team. As
a BJP member now I would like
to do something for our peo-
ple and will try to fulfill it, BJP
is like a party where every
member is like an organisation
in itself.”

Among others to join the
BJP were Father Santosh Swain,
Father Sharad Srivastava, Preeti
Vashist, Father Pawan Saini,
Father Surender Gupta, Father
Raj Kumar Kataria and Father
Premdass.
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All eyes are on rainfall activ-
ity in September as the

India Meteorological
Department (IMD) is expect-
ing above normal rainfall at
110 per cent of long period
average (LPA) to reduce defi-
ciency and predicted the
southwest monsoon is likely to
be “around the lower end of the
normal” this year. A huge
deficit of monsoon rainfall in
August may now, however,
put it at the “lower end of the
normal” with 96% of the LPA.
If rainfall activity remains
below normal in September,
there is a possibility of
drought-like situation in the
country. Skymet weather, a
private forecaster, has earlier
predicted below normal rain-
fall this year. 

By August 31, 10 Union
Territories / States experienced
a rain deficit of 23-52 per
cent. Most of these States were
in the northeast and northwest
regions.

Releasing the forecast for
the month of September, IMD
Director General Mrutunjay
Mohapatra said considering
the expected above normal
rainfall  activity during
September, the current defi-
ciency of 9% in seasonal rain-
fall during June to August is
very likely to reduce and accu-
mulated seasonal rainfall from
1 June to 30 September 2021 is
very likely to be around the
lower end of the normal. 

The LPA of rainfall during
September based on the data of
1961-2010 is about 170 mm.

As per the latest forecast,
the IMD said Above normal
rainfall activity is likely over
many parts of central India.
Normal to below normal rain-
fall is most likely over many
areas of northwest, northeast
and southern most parts of
peninsular India. 

The monsoon was mainly
done in by an unexpectedly
huge deficit of 24.1 per cent in
rainfall during August, nor-
mally the second rainiest after

July of the four monsoon
months. Mostly, August rain
deficits are associated with El
Nino and negative Indian
Ocean Dipole (IOD) events
(nine out of 15 years).

Long periods of subdued
rain in August and July have
impacted agriculture. There
is deficiency in sowing in
many parts of central India; the
rain deficiency over north-
west India particularly
Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan,
west Uttar Pradesh, west
Rajasthan can be dealt with to
an extent to availability of irri-
gation.Monsoon entered a
‘break’ or a ‘partial break’
phase thrice this season, main-
ly between June 29 and July 11;
it was very weak in the first two
weeks of August also leading to
a significant deficit in rains
across the country. While it
revived over northwest India
on August 19, it weakened
again from August 24 onwards
and started reviving very grad-
ually from August 29.

According to IMD, the

main reasons for subdued
monsoon in August is negative
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)
which is normally
unfavourable for monsoon;
complete absence of formation
of monsoon depressions in
August (normally at least two
depressions form in August);
only two low pressure areas
formed over Bay of Bengal
against a normal of four among
others. There was very less
typhoon activity over the West
Pacific. The remnants of these
typhoons move westwards
normally and help in creating
low pressure areas over Bay of
Bengal.

As per IMD website, 10
Union territories / states expe-
rienced rain deficit of 23-52
per cent till August 31. Most of
these states were in the north-
east and northwest regions.
Manipur, for instance, report-
ed a 58 per cent deficit rainfall
by August-end; Gujarat
received 50 per cent less rain-
fall than normal. 

In the eastern region,
Odisha experienced 29 per
cent deficit rain and Kerala
received 22 per cent less rain-
fall than normal.
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The Ministry of Home
Affairs’ situation report on

flood and rainfall showed that
at least 12 people died and over
seven lakh people affected in
1,801 villages in 47 districts
across India in the last 24
hours. More than 700 people
have died since the onset of the
southwest monsoon in the
country so far. 

According to the ministry,
17 States and Union Territories
have not sent the situation
report to it. Bengal, Jharkhand
and Bihar are among the most
affected states from floods.
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First reported from South
Africa, a new C.1.2 coron-

avirus disease (Covid-19) vari-
ant which has so far spread to
at least six countries has,
thankfully, spared India. The
Government assured on
Wednesday that no cases of the
new C.1.2 coronavirus disease
(Covid-19) variant, said to be
more transmissible and evade
protection provided by vac-
cines, have been detected in
India so far.

According to the World
Health Organisation (WHO),
it is monitoring the new C.1.2
virus strain. However, the UN
public health body is yet to
classify the reported C.1.2
coronavirus variant as either a
‘variant of interest’ or a ‘vari-
ant of concern’.

C.1.2 Covid-19 variant was
first detected in South Africa
in May, but an alert about the
“C.1.2 lineage” was issued by
the National Institute for
Communicable Diseases in
India on Monday. It said, how-
ever, that the Delta variant is
still the most dominant strain
of the coronavirus in South
Africa.

On medRxiv, a preprint
server for health sciences, a
paper that is yet to be peer-
reviewed pointed out that the
C.1.2 Covid-19 variant has
been detected across the
“majority” of provinces in
South Africa and “seven other
countries spanning Africa,
Europe, Asia, and Oceania”;
however, the exact extent of the

variant’s spread has not yet
been confirmed by health
authorities.

According to the study
cited earlier, the C.1.2 lineage
has a mutation rate of about
41.8 mutations per year, which
is about twice as fast as the cur-
rent global mutation rate of the
other variants. So far,
researchers say that the muta-
tions N440K and Y449H, asso-
ciated with immune escape

from certain antibodies, have
also been found in C.1.2
sequences.

WHO has a system of clas-
sifying coronavirus variants
based on their transmissibili-
ty, virulence, or efficacy in the
face of social measures. While
‘variants of concern’, such as
the Delta variant, show an
increase in transmissibility,
more severe disease (for exam-
ple, increased hospitalisations

or deaths), the ‘variants of
interest’ usually show com-
munity transmission in multi-
ple clusters, but are not neces-
sarily more virulent or trans-
missible.

An alert was still issued by
the South African institute
since the C.1.2 variant is
reported to contain a few “key
mutations” which could trigger
it to become variants of inter-
est or concern.
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India on Wednesday wit-
nessed a surge in new

Covid-19 cases with 41,965
fresh coronavirus infections
reported in the last 24 hours,
against Tuesday’s 30,941 cases.
With this, the total tally rose
to 3,28,10,845, according to
Union Health Ministry’s data
released on Wednesday.

At the same time, the
country created a record in
vaccination with 1.33 crore
people inoculated in a single
day. This is the highest-ever
single-day number, taking the
total vaccination coverage in
the country under the nation-
wide drive  to touch 65.41
crore mark.

India also recorded more
deaths compared to the previ-
ous day. According to the
Health Ministry, on
Wednesday, the country
reported 460 deaths due to
Covid, while on Tuesday 350
deaths were recorded. 

Now, the cumulative
deaths due to Covid in the
county has risen to 4,39,020 till
Wednesday morning.

Out of total fresh Covid
infections reported on
Tuesday, 19,622 of them were
from Kerala alone, the high-
est among the states, prompt-
ing Union Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya to hold
a telephonic conversation with
health ministers of its neigh-
bouring states Tamil Nadu
and Karnataka. Mandaviya
discussed matters related to
Covid-19 management in
those areas of States of
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu,
which border Kerala.

Highlighting the need to
take adequate steps to contain
the inter-state spread of
Covid-19, Mandaviya request-
ed the health ministers of
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu to

increase the pace of vaccina-
tion in the bordering districts
to Kerala.

The Union Health
Ministry officials said that
there is a need for “smart and
strategic lockdown” as over
85% of Kerala’s Covid-19 were
isolated at home. 

Kerala has not been fol-
lowing the Centre’s advice
while reporting the highest
daily cases in the country, offi-
cials insisted, adding that
neighbouring states are feeling
the heat.

The Minister highlighted
the importance of micro-con-
tainment zones, and focus on
track,  test and treat strategy
to contain the cases, said the
officials.
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Border Security Force (BSF)
Inspector General Satish

Chandra Budakoti has been put
in-charge of anti-Naxal opera-

tions in Odisha.
Naxal affected districts in

Odisha, numbering around 10,
include Koraput, Malkangiri,
Rayagada, Balangir, Kandhamal
and Sundargarh. Security pres-

ence has been increased in these
regions and around, sources
said.

Budakoti, who led several
difficult operations in the insur-
gency prone regions of Punjab,
North-East besides anti-terror-
ist operations in Jammu and
Kashmir, had also been with the
United Nations mission to
Bosnia and Herzegovina. He has
also commanded core sectors on
the Line of Control and had a
stint in  the Intelligence Bureau.

Budakoti, who hails from
Pauri-Garhwal, Uttarakhand,
has also served in the National
Security Guard (12 SRG) and
commanded Z plus security
around VVIPs including former
Deputy Prime Minister L K
Advani and Narendra Modi
when he was the Chief Minister
of Gujarat. Son of a former army
officer, he was decorated with
the President’s medal in 2009.
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Former Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on

Wednesday said the Centre
won’t be able to pull the nation
out of the ‘economic crisis’ as
there are structural problems
with how it is handling the
‘economy’. 

Rahul mounted his attack
on the government over rising
fuel prices and inflation and
said the situation is at the 1991
level.

“The problem is not cycli-
cal, it is structural. The eco-
nomic crisis that we faced in
1991 has resurfaced. The solu-
tions that we brought worked
till 2012 and I believe that
without a new approach we
will not be able to come out of
this crisis. We need a new
approach. Our plan for the
economy, which worked from

1991 to 2012, stopped working
after that,” said Rahul while
addressing a special AICC
press conference.

He said that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
vision of New India has failed
and all the slogans of the
Prime Minister have only been
rhetoric and now the country
needs a new vision which can
revive the economy.

“We have to change our
vision. Our strategy stopped
working after 2012 and we
wanted a new approach. PM
Modi promised that he would
bring a new approach for
‘New India’. Those were empty
promises,” Rahul further
added.

Rahul also criticised the
National Monetisation Pipeline
and took a dig at the ‘Make in
India’ initiative. He said the
Congress knows what the
approach should be. He
claimed that PM Modi and
finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman don’t know how to
address these ‘structural’ issues.

He further said that people
are angry and the Congress
understands the pulse of the
nation from the rising prices of
fuel and LPG. He said that the
Congress workers have been
restraining themselves from
taking to the street to protest
against the rising fuel prices,
owing to the Covid-19 pan-
demic.

“The anger against the
government is building but
voices are being suppressed.
Covid-19 pandemic has not
ended, hence we also do not
want lakhs of people to take to
the streets because this can lead
to other issues. We are exer-
cising restraint,” Rahul said.
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The CBI has registered a case
against a Senior Operative

(T&RM Department) of
Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP),
Rourkela, private company
based at Gottivalasa,
Garugubulli (Andhra Pradesh)
and unknown others and con-
ducted searches at the premis-
es of the accused persons at
three places in Rourkela and
Rairangpur in Odisha.

It was alleged that the pri-
vate company Dinesh Das &
Sons Mines & Steels Pvt. Ltd.,
Gottivalasa, Garugubulli,
Andhra Pradesh, represented
by its Directors Dinesh
Chandra Das, Tarak Nath Das
and Tanmay Nath Das, during
the period from April, 2015 to
April, 2018 entered into a con-
spiracy with the Senior
Operative of RSP, Languli
Charan Behera besides
unknown others and cheated
the RSP to the tune of Rs
99,47,121, the CBI said.

“It was further alleged that
the accused supplier had sub-
mitted bills pertaining to raw
material supplied to RSP
enclosing forged/fabricated
weighment sheets purportedly
issued by South Eastern
Railway (SER) by inflating the
weight of raw material
(Quartzite) supplied and
claimed higher payments
through the bills thereon,” it
said.

It was also alleged that, in
furtherance of the said con-
spiracy, the Senior 
Operative of RSP accepted and
processed the bills submitted by
the supplier along with forged
weighment sheets and accord-
ingly, excess payment of Rs
99,47,121 was made to the
supplier, causing loss to
Rourkela Steel Plant, it added.
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Congress president Sonia
Gandhi on Wednesday

constituted an 11-member
committee headed by for-
mer Pr ime Minister
Manmohan Singh to plan
and coordinate the year-long
celebrations to mark the 75th
anniversar y of  India 's
Independence.

While Manmohan Singh
will be the chairman of the
committee, other members
are former defence minister

AK Antony and former
speaker Meira Kumar and
senior party leaders Ambika
Soni and Ghulam Nabi Azad,
an official statement issued by
the party said.

Party general secretary
Mukul Wasnik will be the
convenor of the committee
and its other members are
former chief  minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda,
party leaders Pramod Tiwari,
Mullappally Ramachandran,
KR Ramesh Kumar and
Pradyut Bordoloi, MP.
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Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath ordered the

transfer of the chief medical
officer (CMO) of Firozabad
and directed all departments
concerned to take due care of
medical facilities and cleanli-
ness in view of dengue and viral
fever deaths of children in
Firozabad an adjoining areas in
the last couple of days.

Subsequently, Chief
Medical Officer of Firozabad,
Dr Neeta Kulshreshta, was sent
to Aligarh as senior consultant
while Dr Dinesh Kumar Premi,
earlier posted as Additional
CMO in Hapur, was appoint-

ed as her replacement. Besides,
a team of 11 doctors, including
some experts, were deputed in
the affected district. The chil-
dren who fell ill will be looked
after by the team of expert doc-
tors drawn from various places.

The Chief Minister said
that the expert team of Indian
Council of Medical Research
(ICMR) had also been pressed
into service to test the samples
and ruled out Covid-19 as the
contagion. 

The Health department
has been asked to arrange for
adequate paramedical staff and
conduct camps round-the-
clock to keep a close watch on
the situation. He also directed
senior officers to supervise the
treatment and preventive mea-
sures and ensure that cleanli-
ness drives were taken up in
right earnest.

A State-wide surveillance
drive will be taken up from
September 7 to 16 during
which health workers will go
door-to-door to find out if
there is anyone suffering from
symptoms like viral fever,
dengue, malaria or other ail-
ments. 

Lucknow: Taking cognisance of
a complaint of an alleged sexu-
al assault on a woman, the
National Human Rights
Commission has written to UP
Police and Delhi Police seeking
a detailed report along with the
action initiated against the erring
public servants within four
weeks. 

A rape survivor and her
male friend immolated them-
selves outside the Supreme
Court in New Delhi on August
16, 2021, alleging police apathy
in probing the charges. Later,
both died while undergoing
treatment in RML Hospital in
Delhi.

As per an official release, the
NHRC issued notices to DGP of
Uttar Pradesh and
Commissioner of Police of Delhi
to submit a detailed report with-
in four weeks along with action
initiated against the erring pub-

lic servants. The DGP of Uttar
Pradesh has also been directed
to ensure the safety and securi-
ty of the family members of the
victims. Issuing the notices, the
NHRC observed that it was
shocking how an alleged victim
of sexual assault was feeling vic-
timised by the system.

Before immolating them-
selves, the victims recorded a
Facebook live video, wherein the
woman said that in June 2019,
she had lodged a rape case
against an MP from Ghosi (UP),
Atul Rai, but the accused police
officials were supporting the
offender. PNS
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CPI leader Annie Raja
unleashed an attack,

though indirect, on Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan on
Wednesday. The national
leader of the CPI, who is also
the better half of party gener-
al secretary D Raja, while
addressing the media at
T h i r u v a n a n t h a p u r a m
International Airport charged
that Kerala Police has been
infiltrated by RSS and that
could be the reason behind the
upswing in the number of
attacks against women and
custodial deaths in Kerala.

The home department is
directly under the control of
chief minister and the attack by
the CPI leader is seen as an
indirect way of telling that all
was not well with the Kerala
Government. The relation
between the CPI(M) and the
CPI too is not cordial follow-

ing reports about the mass
slaughtering of exquisite and
rare trees from the forest land
in the State. The Revenue and
Forest departments were in
charge of the CPI ministers
during the previous tenure of
the Pinarayi Vijayan led LDF
Government.

Raja’s criticism of the Police
department has come at a time
when there has been an
unprecedented increase in
attacks and assaults of women.
On Tuesday, 26-year-old
Suneesha of Payannoor in
Kannur district  was found
dead in her in-laws’ house.
Though she had given a com-
plaint to Police accusing her
husbands and relations of tor-
turing her, reports in vernacu-
lar  media  say that the police
was indifferent to her pleas.

Suneesha’s parents
Sukumaran and Vanaja alleged
that they doubted homicide as
the reason behind the death of

their daughter as she had told
them over phone that her life
was under threat. On Tuesday
20-year-old Soorya Gayathri of
Thiruvananthapuram was
murdered by Arun (28), who
has been arrested since then.

A Dalit woman too was
assaulted by a civil police offi-
cer in Kollam district on
Sunday. “All these point to the
possibilities of RSS gangs hav-
ing infiltrated into the State
Police and they are derailing all
laws dealing with women’s
security in the State. These are
all unpardonable mistakes from
the police,” said Annie Raja,
who usually focusses her atten-
tion on national and global
issues.

The CPI leader, who has a
mass following in Kerala, said
the hike in the attacks on
women and children come at a
time when the Left Democratic
Front Government was in
power. 
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There is no let up in the
transmission of Covid-19

in Kerala as the Health
Department diagnosed 32,803
new patients on Wednesday
out of the 1.74 lakh samples
tested during the last 24 hours.
A release by Health Minister
Veena George said 173 persons
succumbed to the pandemic
during the last 24 hours and
this took the death toll till date
to 20,961.

The Test Positivity Rate on
Wednesday 18.76. Out of the
32,803 new patients diagnosed

on Wednesday, 108 were health
workers.

This together with a host
of factors have made the Kerala
Government Medical Officers
Association on an agitational
path against the 
authorities.

On Tuesday, the entire
community of doctors in
Government service owing
allegiance to the KGMOA
undertook demonstrations all
over the State but without
affecting the diagnosis process.
The doctors had given a rep-
resentation to the authorities
highlighting their grievances

like work without enough
breaks, absence of safety mea-
sures and infrastructure in
Government hospitals across
the State.

“The protests were held
peacefully and did not affect
the functioning of any
Government hospitals in the
State. We were forced to resort
to this demonstrations to tell
the people in the State about
our pathetic conditions. The
authorities should show some
concern to our long pending
demands,” said T N Suresh,
general secretary, 
KGMOA.

Aligarh: The Trayodashi rites
of former Chief Minister
Kalyan Singh started in the
Wednesday morning itself.
Guests started coming to pay
homage since morning only. 

In the afternoon, Uttar
Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath reached Atrauli
and took blessings by touching
the feet of former Chief
Minister Kalyan Singh's wife
Ramvati. CM Yogi Adityanath
has announced to rename
Lucknow's Cancer Medical
College after former Chief
Minister Kalyan Singh. 

He said that Kalyan Singh

Government Medical College
would be established in
Bulandshahr with the cooper-
ation of the Government of
India.

CM Yogi Adityanath fur-
ther said that "Babuji's
Trayodashi program is being
held. We all have come with
the BJP state president. The
resolution taken by the former
Chief Minister for social ser-
vice, he fulfilled it throughout
his life.

Whatever responsibility
he got, he did well. He worked
sincerely for the party, gov-
ernment and organization. He
fulfilled his responsibility with
full determination. He said
that he did not back down
from any sacrifice. In 1992, he
took full responsibility for the
disputed structure for the Ram
temple. Gave fear free and
honest Government inside
Uttar Pradesh. 

He worked for the poor
and downtrodden. Babuji did
all the work with complete
devotion. He Took his respon-
sibility in the matter of demo-
lition of the structure for the
Ram temple. He is one of the
few people in the country
who has seen the construction
of a Ram temple in front of 
him."  PNS
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The Maharashtra
Government on Wednesday

decided to set up a world-class
science city at Pimpri-
Chinchwad near Pune to devel-
op scientific outlook among
the students and prepare them
to become students in future.   

The decision to develop a
Science City in the Pimpri-
Chinchwad Municipal
Corporation (PCMC) area was
taken at a weekly State Cabinet
meeting here.

To be named as ‘Bharat
Ratna Rajiv Gandhi Science
Innovation City’, a science
Centre will be developed on one
acre area in an eight-acre com-
plex in the PCMC area.

In the remaining seven acre
area surrounding the proposed
science centre, a science city will
be developed under a centrally-
sponsored scheme during the
next five years.

The Centre has granted an
assistance of �191 crore to build
the Science city in the PCMC
area.   

Recognising the need to
strengthen science and tech-
nology to shape India into the
21st century, the proposed city
will help adopt a scientific
approach to change, boost the
scientific temperament among
the people and students, use
tech for social development,
experiential learning approach,
creating curiosity for science
among the younger genera-
tions and teaching science in an
easy to grasp, fun manner.

The proposed 'Bharat Ratna
Rajiv Gandhi Science
Innovation City' is expected to
come up on the premises of the
Pimpri-Chinchwad Science
Park which became operational
in 2013 and has been drawing
lots of crowds since then.  

“We have been informed
that the upcoming science inno-
vation centre will be designed
on the lines of similar high-class
scientific zones in China,
Singapore and other coun-
tries… This will be a good con-
tribution to popularize science
among the young minds,” a
senior PCMC official said.
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New Delhi: The Enforcement Directorate
(ED) has attached assets worth �25.28
crore of Sanjay Agarwal, Radhika Agarwal
and Preet Kumar Agarwal in a case
involving smuggling of gold originally
meant for export. The attached assets are
in the form of residential villas and 54 kg
gold.The ED initiated money laundering
investigation on the basis of a case regis-
tered by the DRI, Kolkata, under the pro-
visions of Customs Act, 1962 for smug-
gling of gold and diverting it in the domes-
tic market.

The agency had carried out search
operations at Hyderabad on March 9 and
19 this year and seized incriminating doc-
uments, which revealed acquisition of
properties by the accused persons in the

name of their associates.“During the
investigation by ED, it was revealed that
the gold procured duty-free from nomi-
nated agencies like MMTC and State
Trading Corporation and meant for
export used to be diverted in the domes-
tic market by Sanjay Agarwal with the
active connivance of his relatives and other
associates,” the agency said in state-
ment.Earlier, the agency had arrested Preet
Kumar Agarwal in this case for his active
role in the money laundering activities. 

The Special Court (PMLA), Kolkata
has issued non-bailable warrants (NBWs)
against other accused persons Sanjay
Agarwal, Radhika Agarwal, Ajay Kumar
Agarwal and Avinash Soni. Further inves-
tigation is under progress, it added. PNS
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Uttar Pradesh reported 19 new Covid-
19 cases on Wednesday while during

the last 24 hours, 20 patients recovered.
High recoveries and low number of new
Covid-19  cases have eased the active Covid
caseload in the State to 250. 

The active cases in the most populous
state of the country have come down by
over 99 per cent from its peak capped at
3.10 lakh cases on April 30. The new infec-
tions have also been reduced by over 38,000
from its peak which was 38,055 capped on
April 24 even as other major States continue
to witness a surge of fresh coronavirus
infections (daily cases ranging from 22,000-
2,000). 
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attempted to smuggle narcotics
and fake currency and explo-
sives. With less than 150 person-
nel assigned to the counterter-
rorism desk of Nepal Army’s
Special Force, the training of the
personnel in collecting intelli-
gence and on-ground opera-
tions remains to be tested.

The absence of credible
security infrastructure in Nepal
and a long open, porous bor-
der poses serious security
threats to India. In recent years,
India’s Counter-Terrorism and
C ounter-R adica l i sat ion
(CTCR) Division, under the
Ministry of Home Affairs, has
been tasked to  monitor the
growth of madrasas on the
India-Nepal border. On July 21,
2015, the Home Ministry had
informed the Lok Sabha that
four infiltrators and 874 smug-
glers were arrested from the
India-Nepal border. While
India’s border security infra-
structure is flawless, Nepal will
have to double its intelligence
and security operations in the
bordering region. Nepal will
also require strengthening its
intelligence-sharing network
with India because information
plays a vital role in carrying out
joint operations.

Nepal has come up with a

National Security Policy in
2016 which mentions terrorism
in line with extremism and aims
to counter it. However, it does
not provide any working strat-
egy in this regard, precisely
because Nepal has so far not
witnessed any terror attacks on
its soil, barring its homegrown
Maoists in 1996. In terms of
preparedness, the Nepal Army
participates in a joint military
exercise — ‘Surya Kiran’ — with
India, where its personnel train
along with the Indian Army on
counterterrorism tactics. In
2017 and 2018, the Nepal Army
for the first time participated in
the Sagarmatha Exercise with
China’s People’s Liberation
Army aimed at countering ter-
rorism. China, however, has a
different viewpoint towards the
Sagarmatha joint exercise alto-
gether. China has been tackling
Free Tibet voices militarily, and
since Nepal is home to more
than 20,000 Tibetan refugees, it
aims to do similar brutalities in
Nepal.

To conclude, the rise of the
Taliban as a legitimate actor in
Afghanistan may allow the
Pakistan-based terror groups to
increase their presence in
Nepal. Nepal may become a
gateway for illegal asylum seek-

ers from Afghanistan to enter
India using an open border. At
the same time, Pakistan can
exploit this opportunity into a
network of illicit activities
through Nepal and recruit vul-
nerable Afghans on the pretext
of asylum in India. Similarly,
the nexus between the ISI and
Taliban may play out for
Pakistan-backed terror groups
to use the Hamid Karzai
International Airport for smug-
gling purposes, where Nepal
may well fit as a launching pad.

Therefore, the Nepal
Government should work
against time to advance its
emergency and defence capa-
bilities in this context. Above
all, Nepal needs to be cautious
against its casual approach
towards Islamic extremism as
it poses a risk to regional secu-
rity and its own national secu-
rity. On the other hand, India
will have to be wary of such
developments in Nepal, espe-
cially a potential nexus between
the ISI and China in Nepal.

(This is the first of a two-
part series on the Afghanistan
developments’ impact on Nepal.)

(The author is a Research
Assistant with the Vivekananda
International Foundation. The
views expressed are personal.)
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Sir — With political parties gearing up for
the 2022 Assembly elections, the stage is
set for a carnival-like atmosphere to pre-
vail over the State. Just as much as the
alliances between various factions, tradi-
tional allies annulling longstanding asso-
ciations too are matters that will be spec-
ulated upon. While not dismissing
rumours about dissent within the major
parties over their choice of candidates even
at the last minute, the probability of rela-
tively unknown entrants in the fray forti-
fying their positions against all odds can-
not be ruled out either. 

A democracy as one that is enjoyed in
the country is a Government of the peo-
ple, for the people and by the people. But
over the years, this concept of democracy
has become more of a rhetoric employed
extravagantly by the political class to
impress the masses with. The fact, how-
ever, remains that there is nothing demo-
cratic about the process and people have
to make do with the sort of ‘selection’ prof-
fered by various political parties and cast
their invaluable votes in their favour. Hence
it is time the electorate had a rethink on
the whole matter.

Pachu Menon | Goa 
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Sir — There are some lawmakers of the
country who do not think twice before
shooting from the hip on rape cases. They
assume they are 'elders' whose words carry
immense weight with the masses where-
as it is just the opposite. Karnataka Home
Minister Araga Jnanedra, for example,
seemed to care less about public sentiments
when he advised girls to avoid deserted
places after evening to 'safeguard' them-
selves. The minister was commenting on
the horrendous rape incident of a college
girl that took place at the foothills of the
famous Chamundi hills in Mysuru. A few
days after the ghastly crime, the accused
were caught in a neighboring state.

But the first-time Minister went over-
board with his reactions and observations.
There have been many others, too, who
have thought little before coming up with

frequent bloopers and blunders regarding
the security of women in India. Right from
advocating sober attire to keeping safe
company, the politicians and ministers have
offered 'free sermons' to girls and their par-
ents. Shifting the onus on the victims, by
trying to abdicate their responsibilities,
comes too easy for Ministers. Then there
are the Opposition parties whose singu-
lar aim is to pin the Government to the mat
on sensational issues without thinking
twice on the subtlety involved in the mat-
ter. 

Ganapathi Bhat | Nagpur
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Sir — As the current head of the United
Nations Security Council (UNSC), India
has set the tone for the world's opinion on
matters related to the Taliban and terror-
ism. India's handling of the Afghan issue
will decide the credibility of the Taliban
rule. The United Nations formal reaction
to the power shift in Afghanistan will also
be a matter of concern. Moreover, as chair

of the Taliban Sanctions Committee,
India's role will be crucial. Unlike the UN
panels, the groups and blocs of nations do
not have any official standing and are able
to play only the role of influencers. 

As requested by the new rulers of
Afghanistan, a discussion was held in the
Indian embassy in Doha, Qatar's capi-
tal city, involving the Indian Ambassador
to Qatar Deepak Mittal and Taliban's
representative Sher Mohammed Abbas
Stanekzai, nick-named "Sheru", who
had indidently trained as an army offi-
cer for nearly two years at the Indian
Military Academy (IMA). The Taliban
favour continuation of age-old ties
between India and Afghanistan.
According to historian-author William
Darlymple, there is now the possibility
of them asserting their independence
from their “paymasters”, Pakistan. 

TV Jayaprakash | Kerala
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With the takeover of the
Taliban in Afghanistan,
Nepal stands on the cusp

of severe and several security
challenges. For decades, Pakistan’s
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
has been found using Nepal as a
safe haven to carry out terror
attacks, run espionage operations,
and pump fake currency notes into
India. It is reflected from the fact
that Pakistan has a meagre trade
relation with Nepal since 1960.
Contrary to the small trade num-
bers, the Pakistan Embassy is
housed in a large complex in the
heart of Kathmandu city, which is
often seen as the epicentre of covert
operations at the behest of the ISI.
While the nexus between the
agency and the Afghan Taliban in
the context of Nepal goes back to
the hijacking of Airlines IC184 by
the ISI-backed terror group in
1999 from the Kathmandu
Airport, Nepal has hardly paid
attention to such concerns.

However, the United States, in
all its annual global terror reports,
has cautioned against the poten-
tial use of Nepalese territories
against India by the terror groups.
In its 2019 Country Reports on
Terrorism, the United States
reported that “due to the open
border with India and insufficient
security protocols at the country’s
sole international airport in
Kathmandu, Nepal could be used
as a transit or staging point for
international terrorists”. In its
2018 report, too, the US had cat-
egorically mentioned Indian
Mujahideen operating from
Nepal. On the other hand, Nepal
has a poor counterinsurgency
infrastructure, and in case of a sig-
nificant terror scenario, it will be
insufficient. There are loopholes
at the Tribhuvan International
Airport (TIA) regarding the avail-
ability of the latest detection tech-
nology. It was only recently that a
section of the TIA was upgraded
to welcome tourists in 2019.

In 2019, a Pakistani national
was caught with a load of Indian
currency worth �76.80 million. In
2013, Indian Mujahideen founder
Yasin Bhatkal was arrested by the
Indian security forces from the
Nepal-India border. There are sev-
eral other such incidents reported
by India’s security forces where
Pakistani terrorists have tried to
enter India through Nepal,
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When politicians run out of
ideas and imagination, they
fall back upon their only
remaining bastion - Caste—

the bread of butter of Indian politicians,
especially those who thrive on identity
politics. Nothing is as powerful in sowing
the seeds of mistrust and hatred between
its groups, alienating each from the oth-
ers in an irreconcilable manner, and
when the seeds of hatred flourish in all
their cussedness and start enveloping the
society with their squalor, it is only the
politicians who reap that monstrous har-
vest. 

In power, much of their energy and
State’s resources are spent on perpetuat-
ing and strengthening these social cleav-
ages in the pretence of uplifting the
backward castes so that they can exploit
them in future elections. In the process,
the idea of a casteless society, the dream
of our constitution makers, becomes an
ever-receding mirage. 

After his botched experiment with
prohibition which has indisputably
thwarted Bihar’s economic development
by depriving the state of revenue exceed-
ing �5000 crore, while failing miserably to
curb the ever-thriving smuggling and
bootlegging rackets operating all over the
state with impunity, Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar apparently has no more
ideas for the revival and resurgence of the
state. With the old prophet of identity pol-
itics, Lalu Prasad Yadav, now a pale
reflection of his old self, being back on the
political scene after his bail, Nitish prob-
ably feels threatened, especially after his
close shave in the last Assembly election. 

With reduced numbers for his MLAs,
the ground under his feet has already
turned quite slippery. As regards the
father-son duo of Lalu and Tejaswi, devel-
opment of the state is the remotest thing
in their minds - while the father had
turned Bihar into a den of outlaws, the son
would have emptied the treasury by ful-
filling his promise of 10 lakh Government
jobs to unemployed Bihari youth if elect-
ed. It is thus not surprising that the arch
enemies of yore are now joining hands for
their common political interest around
castes. Along with leaders of nine other
parties, they even met the Prime Minister
to demand a caste-based census in Bihar.
The demand is likely to be echoed by other
States, for sure.

The stand of the Union Government,”
as a matter of policy not to enumerate
caste-wise population other than SCs and
STs in the Census",has already been made
clear by the Government in July. Even
then, Union Minister of State Ramdas
Athawale and BJP leader Sushil Modi
have raised the same demand.The
National Commission for Backward
Classes, a constitutional authority, has
also urged the centre to collect OBC data
as part of the 2021 Census. The demand
is raised at the time of every census, but
independent India has never enumerat-
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India is called the pharmacy
of the world. It ranks fourth
in the world in terms of

value and third in terms of vol-
ume. India exports medicines
to most of the countries and the
share of Indian medicines in the
US market is 34 percent. 

We manufacture medicines
for a range of diseases like
malaria, common infections,
vitamin deficiencies, diabetes,
cancer, asthma, HIV, heart dis-
eases. 

However, for the last few
years, the industry has come
under China’s shadow with
the latter nearly capturing the
supply chain. Due to this, not
only the health security of
India’s 135 crore people could
be at risk, it could even eclipse
India’s ability to provide afford-
able medicine to the rest of the
world.

Prior to 2000, there was a
worldwide demand for Indian-
made Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients (APIs). India was
thriving in the field of basic
chemicals, intermediate chem-
icals and APIs. After 2000,
though, India continued to be
the source of ready-made med-
icines for the world but the
manufacturing of API and
intermediates started slipping
from India and went into the
hands of China.

China created an unimag-
inable production capacity for
intermediate chemicals and
APIs and started dumping
them in the world market
including India at less than half
the normal price. The Chinese
Government was an active col-
laborator providing low-inter-
est loans, long-term moratori-
um on debt repayment, credit

guarantees by the Chinese
insurance company Sinosure,
proactive research and develop-
ment support, export promo-
tion incentives, marketing
incentives, cheap electricity
and community facilities, and
deliberately lax pollution regu-
latory laws. Many provisions
were against WTO rules. 

This can be illustrated with
the example of the price move-
ments of 6-APA (6-Amino
Penicillanic Acid, a derivative of
Penicillin-G), the basic chem-
ical building block for antibi-

otics, such as Ampicillin,
Amoxicillin, Cloxacillin,
Dicloxacillin, Flucloxacillin,
Oxacillin among others. In
2005, India was completely
self-sufficient for 6-APA as
there were four manufacturers
of Penicillin-G in India. Today,
India, along with the world, has
become 100 percent dependent
on China for this input.

Until 2001, before the
Chinese market aggression, 6-
APA was sold for an average
price of $22 per kilo. Between
2001 and 2007, the Chinese
suppliers crashed the 6-APA
prices by less than half to an
average of US$9 per kilo.
Indiancompanies were forced
to stop production as they
could not sustain the losses. As
soon as Indian companies went
out of production, China start-
ed increasing the prices of

Penicillin-G and 6-APA. The
price of 6-APA has since
increased to a peak of USD 35
per kg.

China has thus established
a monopoly in almost all types
of Intermediates and APIs. It
has a state-sponsored strategy
where all Chinese suppliers
come together to exploit the sit-
uation by significantly hiking
the prices of products they
export. For example, the price
of ‘DBA’, the key input for anti-
malarial drugs, went up by 47
percent, ‘Erythromycin TIOC’,
key input for Azithromycin,
increased by 44 percent and
that of ‘Penicillin-G’ by 97
percent.

As a result, India faces a
public health security crisis. If
India is completely dependent
on China for critical inputs, it
is possible that our medical sup-

plies could be jeopardised if
China suddenly stops supply-
ing these APIs.

China has already threat-
ened to stop drug supplies to
the US and concerns are being
expressed in the US. India's
National Security Advisor Ajit
Doval had also warned that
India’s dependence on China
for APIs could be a serious
national security threat.

The Government of India
has recently announced
Production Linked Incentives
(PLI) plan to encourage API
production in the country,
under which an amount of 
�12,000 crore has been allocat-
ed. But that alone will not suf-
fice. To defeat China in the
price war, the government will
have to impose ‘Safeguard’
and ‘Anti-Dumping’ duties 
on all APIs. 

Where API firms are strug-
gling for survival, funds may be
allocated for upgradation of
technology. The Government's
support for the establishment of
research and development facil-
ities could be helpful. Easing
environmental laws for API
units and exemption from envi-
ronmental laws may be appro-
priate strategy. Other incentives
like reduction in import duty
for testing equipment, allot-
ment of land at cheaper rates,
making it a pre-condition that
Indian buyers of APIs and
Intermediates are required to
buy at least 50 per cent of their
requirements from domestic
manufacturers if those products
are available from India, etc.,
could be some other steps to
safeguard the national interest
and possibly avoid an impend-
ing crisis.
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ed caste data except for the SCs
and STs.

Extrapolating the NSSO data,
in 1980, the Mandal Commission
had estimated the OBC population
at 52 percent which led to reserva-
tion of 27 per cent for them.This
percentage remains under dispute;
a recent report using primary
school enrolment data from the U-
DISE database which can serve as
a rough proxy, given our nearly
cent percent primary enrolment,
suggests that the proportion of gen-
eral category, OBC, SC and ST pop-
ulations are 25, 45, 19 and 11 per-
cent, respectively, with wide inter-
state variations. 

Various states have been
demanding increases in the reser-
vation quota citing higher percent-
ages of backward castes in their
population and several states have
legislated increased quotas for
them too, but the Supreme Court
has stubbornly defended its nine-
judge bench judgment in the Indra
Sawhney case (1992) that capped
the reservation at 50 percent. Since
then, however, as many as nine
States - Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh,
Maharashtra, Haryana and
Telangana - have passed laws
breaching this cap, though these are
yet to be implemented pending
judicial examination or have been
disallowed by the Supreme Court.
Claiming that the backward castes
constituted 87 percent of its pop-
ulation, in 1993, Tamil Nadu
hadlegislated for 69 percent reser-
vation - the highest in India - in
Government jobs and higher edu-
cation, and then got the Centre to

place the act under the Ninth
Schedule by virtue of Article 31B
of the Constitution through the
76th Constitution Amendment
Act of 1994, taking it beyond judi-
cial review.However, this amend-
ment itself is presently under judi-
cial review; one only wonders why
it has taken so many years without
any verdict as yet. 

In 2018, Maharashtra legislat-
ed for reservation for Marathas,
becoming the state with the second
highest percentage of reservation
after Tamil Nadu, touching 65
percent; this was struck down ear-
lier this year by the Supreme Court
which, while refusing to buy the
argument that the Marathas were
‘educationally and socially back-
ward’, reiterated the 50 percent cap
of the Indra Sawhney judgment.It
was indeed absurd to treat
Marathas who dominate the state's
political and economic landscape
as a community needing empow-
erment through reservation. 

In a unique instance, Andhra
Pradesh in 2000 reserved all seats
for ST candidates for the posts of
school teachers in Scheduled
Areas; as expected this was also
struck down by the apex court. In
North Eastern India there are
several States, Meghalaya,
Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland and
Mizoram, for example, which
have reserved upwards of 80 per
cent seats in Government jobs, the
constitutional validity of which
has never been judicially chal-
lenged. Other States are also con-
templating an increase, some on
equally absurd grounds like in
Maharashtra, for example, for Jats
in Haryana and Patels in Gujarat.

In 2019, even the Centre passed
the 103rd Constitution amend-
ment bill reserving 10 percent
quota for EWS under the general
category thereby breaching the 50
per cent limit of reservation. This
has since been challenged before
the Supreme Court where it now
stands referred to a five-judge
bench. The idea of India is fast
becoming synonymous with the
idea of reservation and every
community, regardless of their
social and economic status, are
demanding a share in the pie. 

In 2011, responding to polit-
ical demands from various quar-
ters, the UPA government con-
ducted a full-fledged Socio
Economic Caste Census (SECC) at
a cost of nearly �5000 crore; the
data were published in 2016 but
excluding the caste data which has
never been made public, ostensi-
bly for fear of stirring up uncon-
trollable social turbulence and
further polarisation of an already
polarised society, besides the fear
of antagonizing dominant and
powerful castes that may not have
sufficiently high numbers. 

The caste system is arguably
one of the world’s longest surviv-
ing discriminatory and exploitative
social hierarchy. Merits of contin-
ued reservation to mitigate its
scourge that continues to afflict our
society even after seven decades of
independence and jeopardise our
economic progress has never been
in doubt.  However, the absurd lev-
els to whichshort-sighted politi-
cians are pushing it is dangerous
with no potential benefits in sight
except serving their narrow polit-
ical interests. 
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Beijing: Pakistan remains cog-
nizant of the threats posed by
the various terror groups oper-
ating from Afghanistan and it
will strengthen intelligence
sharing, counter-terrorism
cooperation with China post-
US withdrawal, the country’s
envoy to China has said.

The Taliban seized power
in Afghanistan on August 15,
two weeks before the US was
set to complete its troop with-
drawal after a costly two-
decade war. This forced Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani to flee
the country to the UAE.

Pakistan remains “cog-
nizant of the threat posed by
terrorist organisations, includ-
ing Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP), Da’esh (ISIS), the East
Turkistan Islamic Movement
(ETIM) and others operating
from Afghanistan,” Pakistan’s
Ambassador to China Moin ul
Haque told state-run Global
Times on Tuesday.

Pakistan will strengthen
intelligence sharing, counter-

terrorism cooperation with
China, he added.

“We continue to work
through existing mechanisms
to build capacities, share intel-
ligence, and coordinate our
efforts. In view of the emerg-
ing challenges and threats, the
two countries would enhance
and strengthen the existing
cooperation and coordination,”
he said.

Since the Taliban seized
power in Afghanistan last
month, China which is close-
ly coordinating with Pakistan
on formulating its Afghanistan
policy has asked the militant
group not to let the war-rav-
aged country to become a
haven for terrorist groups like
in it previous tenure two
decades ago.

Primarily, China which
hosted a Taliban delegation in
July and later established first
diplomatic contacts with the
group after it took control of
the country last month, is
insisting that the Afghan mil-

itant group should not allow
Uygur Muslim militant outfit
from volatile Xinjiang province
to function from Afghanistan.

Xinjiang shares borders
with Afghanistan, Pakistan-
occupied Kashmir (POK),
besides Central Asian countries
of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan.

A recent UN report said
hundreds of militants of the
ETIM fighting for the inde-
pendence of Xinjiang con-
verged at Afghanistan’’s

Badakhshan province which
borders China’’s volatile
Xinjiang province.

The report also said mili-
tants of Islamic State (IS), Al-
Qaeda and Tehreek-e-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP), which has
been waging an insurgency
against Pakistan especially in its
lawless tribal areas. regrouped
in the run-up to the Taliban’s
offensive culminating in its
sudden takeover of power in
Kabul following the collapse of
the Afghan army. PTI
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Washington: President Joe
Biden vigorously defended the
chaotic withdrawal of US
troops from Afghanistan after
nearly 20 years of conflict,
describing it as the “best” and
the “right” decision for
America which ended an era of
major military deployments to
rebuild other countries.

In his address to the nation
from the White House on
Tuesday, Biden said there was
no reason to continue in a war
that was no longer in the ser-
vice of the “vital national inter-
est” of the American people.

“My fellow Americans, the
war in Afghanistan is now
over,” Biden said.

“I give you my word: With
all of my heart, I believe this is
the right decision, a wise deci-
sion, and the best decision for
America,” he said. Biden’s
address to the nation came just
11 days before the 20th
anniversary of the September
11, 2001, terrorist attacks that
precipitated the US interven-
tion in Afghanistan. PTI
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Qatar on Wednesday urged
the Taliban to ensure “safe

passage” for people still want-
ing to leave Afghanistan after
the chaotic US-led evacuations
came to an end.

More than 123,000 for-
eign nationals and Afghans
fled the country in a frenzied
airlift operation that wound up
on Tuesday, but many more are
desperate to depart.

“We stress on the Taliban
the issue of freedom of move-
ment and that there be safe pas-
sage for people to leave and
enter if they so wish,” Qatari
Foreign Minister Sheikh
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman
al-Thani told a press confer-
ence after a meeting with his
Dutch counterpart, Sigrid
Kaag. “We hope to see these
commitments fulfilled in the
near future when the airport
begins operations again and
that it happens smoothly, with
no obstacles for anyone want-
ing to leave or come to
Afghanistan.”

US officials have said Kabul
airport is in a bad condition,
with much of its basic infra-
structure degraded or
destroyed.

Moscow: Russian President
Vladimir Putin has criticized
the United States’’ involve-
ment in Afghanistan, charging
that its 20-year-long military
presence in the country has
achieved “zero.”

Putin said Wednesday
that for 20 years, the US mil-
itary in Afghanistan “was try-
ing ... to civilize the people
who live there, to introduce
their norms and standards of
life in the broadest sense of the
word, including the political
organization of society.”

“The result is sheer
tragedies, sheer losses, both
for those who were doing
that - the US - and more so for
the people who live in
Afghanistan. A zero result, if
not negative,” Putin said.

The Russian president
added that “it’’s impossible to
impose something from out-
side” and that “if someone
does something to someone,
they should draw on the his-
tory, the culture, the life phi-
losophy of these people in the
broadest sense of the word,
they should treat their tradi-
tions with respect.”

Moscow, which fought a
10-year war in Afghanistan
that ended with the Soviet
troops’’ withdrawal in 1989,
has made a diplomatic come-
back in the country as a medi-
ator over the past few years.
Russia has reached out to the
feuding Afghan factions,
including the Taliban - even
though it has labeled them a
terrorist organisation. AP

LJUBLJANA, Slovenia: The
collapse of Afghanistan’s gov-
ernment, the Taliban’s
takeover of the country, and
the rush to evacuate European
citizens and Afghan employ-
ees have highlighted the
European Union’s need for its
own rapid-reaction military
force, senior EU officials say.

As the foreign and defense
ministers of member states
gather in Slovenia this week to
discuss the EU’s approach to
the Afghan crisis, officials
said in interviews and public
remarks that the 27-nation
bloc’s dependence on U.S.
troops during the airlift of
evacuees demonstrated the
EU’s lack of preparedness and
independence.

“As a global economic
and democratic power, can

Europe be content with a sit-
uation where we are unable to
ensure, unassisted, the evacu-
ation of our citizens and those
under threat because they
have helped us?” European
Council President Charles
Michel said Wednesday. “In
my view, we do not need
another such geopolitical
event to grasp that the EU
must strive for greater deci-
sion-making autonomy and
greater capacity for action in
the world.”

After the Biden adminis-
tration pulled most of its mil-
itary personnel from
Afghanistan, Taliban militants
took control of the conflict-
ravaged country in just a few
weeks as the NATO-trained
Afghan national security
forces withered.  AP
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Paris: The number of female journalists working in Kabul has
dwindled to below 100 since the Taliban took power, compared
with 700 before, a media watchdog said Wednesday.

Reporters Sans Frontieres (Reporters Without Borders) said
that as Taliban forces took over Kabul, women journalists were
increasingly told to stay home, harassed, prevented from going
on reporting assignments, or even beaten.

Last year, RSF said it had counted 108 media operating in
the Afghan capital, employing 4,940 people, including 1,080
women of whom 700 were journalists. AFP

Madrid: Pope Francis has crit-
icised the West’s recent involve-
ment in Afghanistan as an
outsider’s attempt to impose
democracy — although he did
it by citing Russia’s Vladimir
Putin while thinking he was
quoting Germany’s Angela
Merkel.

Asked during a radio inter-
view aired Wednesday about
the new political map taking
shape in Afghanistan after the
United States and its allies
withdrew from the Taliban-
controlled country after 20
years of war, the pope said he
would answer with a quote that
he attributed to the German
chancellor, whom he described
as “one of the world’s greatest
political figures”.

“It’s necessary to stop the
irresponsible policy of enforc-
ing its own values on others
and attempts to build democ-
racy in other countries based
on outside models without
taking into account historic,
ethnic and religious issues and
fully ignoring other people’s
traditions,” the pope said. AP

KATHMANDU: India on
Wednesday handed over relief
material, including tents and
sleeping mats, as part of its
humanitarian assistance to the
affected families in the six
flood-hit districts of Nepal.

The consignment was
handed over by Consul General
of India Nitesh Kumar to
Chanda Chaudhury, MP and
President of the Nepal-India
Women Friendship Society
(NIWFS), at a ceremony
attended by the prominent
leaders of political parties in
Parsa district, the Indian
embassy here said.

The relief material includes
tents, sleeping mats and plas-
tic sheets for distribution
among flood and landslide
affected families in six districts
of Nepal, it said.

“This gift is part of the
Government of India’s regular
humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief support to Nepal
under India-Nepal
Cooperation,” the embassy said
in a statement.

In view of the recent
destruction and loss of life
caused by flood, the entire
consignment will be distributed
through NIWFS in coordina-

tion with local administration
in the affected districts of
Parsa, Bara, Rautahat, 
Sarlahi, Mahottari and
Dhanusha in Provinces 2 of
Nepal, it said.

Flash floods and landslides
triggered by torrential rains
across Nepal left nearly 40
people dead and wounded over
50 others, the Home Ministry
said last month.

A total of 790 houses have
been inundated, 519 homes, 90
cowsheds and 19 bridges were
destroyed due to the floods and
landslides, it had said. 

PTI
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London: The UK govern-
ment is in discussions with the
Taliban to secure safe passage
for remaining British nation-
als and eligible Afghan evac-
uees and has launched
“Operation Warm Welcome”
for refugees from Afghanistan,
Downing Street said on
Wednesday.

The talks, involving UK
officials and “senior” Taliban
members, are said to be tak-

ing place in Doha, Qatar, and
additionally, Britain is also
sending 15 “crisis response
specialists” to neighbouring
Pakistan, Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan to assist British
diplomats in their work to
allow people to reach the UK
via third countries.

The focus is on helping
UK nationals, interpreters and
other Afghans who were
employed by the UK. AP
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London: Leading scholars and
lawyers are joining politicians
and human rights groups in
Britain Wednesday for the first
large-scale conference to dis-
cuss the Chinese government’s
alleged genocide against the
Uyghur ethnic group in the
northwest Xinjiang region.

The three-day conference
at Newcastle University brings
together dozens of speakers,
including senior British judges
and lawmakers, and is the first
to gather so many experts on
Xinjiang and genocide. It is the
latest move aiming to hold
China accountable for alleged
rights abuses against the
Uyghurs and other predomi-
nantly Muslim and Turkic
minorities.

Speakers will cover evi-
dence of alleged atrocities tar-
geting the Uyghurs, including

forced labour, forced birth con-
trol and religious suppression,
and discuss ways to compel
international action to stop
the alleged abuse.

“We want it to not just be
a scholarly affair – we are
gathering all these people to
combine their expertise and
influence to up the ante, to
increase pressure on China, to
think of ways to bring an end
to the harm on the Uyghur
people,” said organizer Jo Smith
Finley, an academic specializ-
ing in Uyghur studies.

“This is a major humani-
tarian disaster which is increas-
ingly urgent,” she added. “Is this
genocide or cultural genocide,
or crimes against humanity,
and how can we prosecute
that? We are really trying to
refocus on what can we do to
make this stop.” AP
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Wednesday that a U.S. plan to
reopen its consulate in
Jerusalem that has traditional-
ly been a base for diplomatic
outreach to Palestinians is a
“bad idea” and could destabilise
Prime Minister Naftali
Bennett’s new government.

The prior administration of
President Donald Trump sig-
nalled support for Israel’s claim
on Jerusalem as its capital by
moving the U.S. embassy there
from Tel Aviv and subsuming
the consulate in that mission.

It was among several

moves that incensed the
Palestinians, who want East
Jerusalem as capital of a hoped-
for, future state.

President Joe Biden has
pledged to restore ties with the
Palestinians, back a two-state
solution and move forward
with reopening the consulate.
It has been closed since 2019,
with Palestinian affairs handled
by the embassy.

“We think it’s a bad idea,”
Foreign Minister Yair Lapid
told a news conference when
asked about the reopening.
“Jerusalem is the sovereign

capital of Israel and Israel
alone, and therefore we don’t
think it’s a good idea.

“We know that the (Biden)
administration has a different
way of looking at this, but since
it is happening in Israel, we are
sure they are listening to us
very carefully.”

Asked for comment, Wasel
Abu Youssef, an official with
the umbrella Palestine
Liberation Organization, said
Israel was trying to keep the
status quo and block any polit-
ical solution.

Agency
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Colombo: Sri Lankan
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa
has declared an economic
emergency to contain soaring
inflation after a steep fall in the
value of the country’s curren-
cy caused a spike in food
prices.

President Rajapaksa on
Tuesday declared the state of
emergency under the public
security ordinance to prevent

the hoarding of essential items,
including rice and sugar. The
emergency came into effect
from midnight on Tuesday.

“The president has pro-
mulgated emergency regula-
tions under the Public Security
Ordinance on the supply of
essential goods,” presidential
spokesman Kingsley Ratnayake
told reporters. The govern-
ment has appointed a former

army general as commissioner
of essential services, who will
have the power to seize food
stocks held by traders and
retailers and regulate their
prices.The military will oversee
the action which gives power to
officials to ensure that essential
items, including rice and sugar,
are sold at government-guar-
anteed prices or prices based on
import costs at customs and

prevent hid-
ing of stocks,
M r .
R at n ay a ke
said.

PTI
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Colombo: Sri Lanka’s Supreme Court on Wednesday appoint-
ed a three-member bench to hear the cases filed against the sus-
pects in connection with the 2019 Easter suicide attack in which
over 270 people, including 11 Indians, were killed.

Lankan police had filed 23,270 charges against 35 people last
month in the case.

The charges filed under the Prevention of Terrorism Act
include conspiring to murder, aiding and abetting, collecting arms
and ammunition, and attempted murder. PTI
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State Bank of India on
Wednesday said it has raised

�4,000 crore through Basel
compliant additional tier 1
(AT1) bonds, offering a coupon
rate of 7.72 per cent.

The issue garnered over-
whelming response from
investors with bids in excess of
� 10,000 crore received against
a base issue size of �1,000
crore, the bank said in a release.

"Based on the response,
the bank has decided to accept
� 4,000 crore at a coupon of
7.72 per cent," the release said.

This is the lowest pricing

ever offered on such debt,
issued by any Indian bank
since the implementation of
Basel III capital rules in 2013,
it said.

While the bank has AAA
credit rating from local credit
agencies, the AT1 offering is
rated AA+, which is the high-
est rating in the country for
these instruments in view of
the hybrid and high-risk nature
of these instruments, the
release said.

It is the first AT1 bond
issuance in the domestic mar-
ket post the new Sebi regula-
tions announced in March this
year, it said.

Mumbai:The rupee snapped its
four-session winning run to
close 8 paise lower at 73.08
against the US dollar on
Wednesday as muted domestic
equities and a strengthening
greenback overseas weighed
on the market sentiment.

At the interbank forex mar-
ket, the local unit opened at
73.05 against the American
currency and witnessed an
intra-day high of 72.92 and a
low of 73.50. It finally ended at
73.08, registering a fall of 8
paise over its previous closing.
On Tuesday, the rupee had set-
tled at 73.00 against the
American currency. "Rupee
pulled back from two-and-a-
half-month high on back of
short covering along with
weaker Asian currencies.
Rebound in dollar index also
weighed on rupee along with
dollar buying around 73 odd
levels," said Dilip Parmar,
Research Analyst, HDFC
Securities. PTI
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The Sensex and Nifty ratch-
eted up to fresh lifetime

highs on Wednesday but failed
to hold on to the gains as
investors took some money
off the table amid concerns
over frothy valuations.

IT, metal and auto counters
bore the brunt of the selling
pressure, while FMCG stocks
saw brisk demand.

After touching a lifetime
high of 57,918.71 during the
session, the 30-share BSE
Sensex pared all gains to end
214.18 points or 0.37 per cent
lower at 57,338.21, breaking its
four-session winning run.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty snapped its seven-day
record-setting spree, settling
55.95 points or 0.33 per cent
lower at 17,076.25. 

It touched an intra-day
record of 17,225.75.

Auto stocks were sub-
dued after companies posted
muted sales numbers for
August.

M&M was the top loser
among the Sensex constituents,
shedding 2.89 per cent, fol-
lowed by Tata Steel, Bajaj
Finserv, TCS, HDFC, Infosys
and HCL Tech.

On the other hand, Asian

Paints, Nestle India, Axis Bank,
Dr Reddy's, Titan and L&T
were among the gainers, climb-
ing up to 3.20 per cent.

"Despite a strong opening
after favourable GDP data,
domestic indices failed to hold
onto its early gains due to
profit booking strategy from
the recent rally," said Vinod
Nair, Head of Research at
Geojit Financial Services.

India's GDP rose by a
record 20.1 per cent in Q1 due
to the low base effect and was
powered by private consump-
tion expenditure and invest-
ment. 

The auto sector showed a
flattish trend as sales for August
saw a decline following supply
constraints, he added.

Ajit Mishra, VP -
Research, Religare Broking Ltd,
said the benchmarks took a
breather after the recent rally.

"Markets may see some
consolidation ahead and it
would be healthy. 

We reiterate our view to
focus on the banking index for
further directional move in
Nifty. On the downside, the
Nifty may find support around
the 16,900 zone. Considering
the trend, traders should con-
tinue with the 'buy on dips'
approach," he added.
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Signalling accelerating eco-
nomic activity, GST collec-

tion topped the �1-lakh-crore
mark for the second straight
month in August at �1.12 lakh
crore.

The tax collections in
August on goods sold and ser-
vices rendered was 30 per cent
higher than �86,449 crore col-
lected in August 2020, and 14
per cent higher than � 98,202
crore collected in August 2019.

Sequentially, however,
there was a 3.76 per cent dip in
August 2021 collection vis-a-vis
�1.16 lakh crore mopped up in
July 2021.

"The gross GST revenue
collected in the month of
August 2021 is �1,12,020 crore
of which Central GST is
�20,522 crore, State GST is �
26,605 crore, Integrated GST is
�56,247 crore (including
�26,884 crore collected on
import of goods) and Cess is
�8,646 crore (including �646
crore collected on import of
goods)," the Finance Ministry
said in a statement.

During August this year,
the revenues from domestic

transactions (including import
of services) were 27 per cent
higher than the revenues from
these sources during the same
month last year.

The GST collection, after
posting above the �1-lakh-
crore mark for nine months in
a row, dropped below �1 lakh
crore in June 2021, after the
second wave of Covid caused a
blip.

"With the easing out of
Covid restrictions, GST col-
lection for July and August
2021 have again crossed � 1
lakh crore, which clearly indi-
cates that the economy is recov-
ering at a fast pace. 

Coupled with economic
growth, anti-evasion activities,
especially action against fake
billers have also been con-
tributing to the enhanced GST
collections.

The robust GST revenues
are likely to continue in the
coming months too," the
finance ministry said.

ICRA Chief Economist
Aditi Nayar, however, cau-
tioned over the sequential dip
in collection and moderation in
the August manufacturing
PMI. 

New Delhi:India's fuel demand
recovery remained patchy in
August as petrol consumption
continued to rise but diesel
sales fell, preliminary data from
state fuel retailers showed on
Wednesday. While petrol sales
are already above pre-Covid
levels, diesel continues to lag.

State-owned fuel retailers
sold 2.43 million tonne of
petrol in August, up 13.6 per
cent from the year-ago period.
It was 4.1 per cent higher than
pre-Covid petrol sales of 2.33
million tonne in August 2019.
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India's manufacturing sector
activities moderated in

August, as business orders and
production rose at softer rates
due to the pandemic and rising
input costs, a monthly survey
said on Wednesday.

The seasonally adjusted
IHS Markit India
Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers' Index (PMI) stood
at 52.3 in August, down from
55.3 in July, indicating a soft-
er rate of growth that was sub-
dued and below its long-run
average.

The August PMI data
pointed to an improvement in
overall operating conditions
for the second straight month.
In PMI parlance, a print above
50 means expansion while a
score below 50 denotes con-
traction.

"August saw a continua-
tion of the Indian manufac-
turing sector recovery, but
growth lost momentum as

demand showed some signs of
weakness due to the pandem-
ic. Yet, factory orders and out-
put rose across the consumer,
intermediate and investment
goods categories," Pollyanna
De Lima, Economics Associate
Director at IHS Markit, said.

A softer upturn in sales led
companies to pause their hir-
ing efforts, with business con-
fidence dampened by concerns
surrounding the damaging
impact of COVID-19 on
demand and firms' finances,
the survey said.

"Uncertainty regard-
ing growth prospects, spare
capacity and efforts to keep a
lid on expenses led to a hiring
freeze in August, following the
first upturn in employment
for 16 months in July," Lima
said.

August data pointed to
back-to-back increases in new
export orders, but here too
growth lost momentum. The
pace of expansion was only
marginal.
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India's sugar export to
Afghanistan has almost come

to a halt with Indian merchants
reporting cancellation of orders
in the wake of the current sit-
uation there, a senior govern-
ment official said on
Wednesday.

The Taliban ousted the
government in Afghanistan
and took over the control of the
country after capturing Kabul
last month.

Afghanistan is one of the
top three destinations for

Indian sugar exports. About
6,00,000-7,00,000 tonne of the
sweetener is exported annual-
ly.       About 6,50,000 tonne of
sugar has already been export-
ed so far in the current 2020-
21 season ending this month,
as per the trade data. Sugar sea-
son runs from October to
September.       "Our sugar
export to Afghanistan has been
affected now because of the
prevailing current situation out
there. Some orders have been
cancelled," Joint Secretary in
the Food Ministry Subodh
Kumar Singh told PTI.  
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The high GDP growth
despite low base of last

year has given confidence that
the Indian economy may well
grow over 9 per cent in FY22
with tailwinds coming from
rapid recovery of manufactur-
ing and construction sectors.

The data released by the
Union Ministry of Statistics on
Tuesday showed that the coun-
try's GDP has recovered swift-
ly to clock a growth of 20.1 per
cent in the April-June quarter
of FY22 as against a contraction
of 24.4 per cent seen in the
same period of previous year.

There has been a 49.6 per
cent growth in Manufacturing
and 68.3 per cent growth in
construction. However, much
of the growth is due to the low
base in Q1 FY21.

Though the Q1 growth is
a tad lower than RBI's expec-
tation of 21.4 per cent growth,
it is still on course to make a
good recovery taking the econ-

omy back to its pre-Covid size.
According to a Bank of

Baroda economic research,
GDP is expected to grow at 9.7
per cent in FY22. The improv-
ing pace of vaccinations, gov-
ernment tax collections,
exports and corporate invest-
ments in select sectors are a
tailwind for growth, it has said.

Taking a similar line, a
report by Kotak Institutional
Equities expects GDP growth
of 9 per cent in FY22 against
RBI's own projections of 9.5 per
cent growth. But the brokerage
has cautioned that growth
momentum may get disrupted
if a third wave of the pandem-
ic comes before a larger popu-

lation gets fully vaccinated.
Furthermore, one of the key
drivers of growth in CYTD21
has been robust external
demand, which risks slowing
given the increasing Covid
cases globally.

Additionally, surging
freight costs and container
shortages amid logistic bottle-
necks pose downside risks to
growth. So may be the pressure
of lower agricultural yield this
year in the wake of projections
of lower than normal mon-
soon.

Morgan Stanley research
has maintained its estimate of
GDP growth at 10.5 per cent
for F2022.
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New Delhi: Union Minister of
Civil Aviation,Jyotiraditya M.
Scindia, MoS, Civil Aviation,
General Dr. V K Singh (Retd.)
along with Secretary, Ministry
of Civil Aviation, Shri Pradeep
Kharola virtually flagged off
two flights today strengthening
the international & domestic
aerial connectivity of Madhya
Pradesh. The event marked
the commencement of Indigo’s
new direct flights on the
Gwalior – Indore (Madhya
Pradesh) - Delhi route &
resumption of Air India’s
Indore (Madhya Pradesh) –
Dubai (UAE) direct flight.

Shivraj Singh Chauhan,
Chief Minister, Madhya
Pradesh graced the event vir-
tually from Bhopal.

Several other dignitaries
including Shri Narendra Singh
Tomar, Union Cabinet Minister
for Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare, Shri Pradhuman Singh
Tomar, Energy Minister
(Madhya Pradesh), Shri Bharat
Singh Kushwaha, Minster of
State – Horticulture and Food
Processing (Independent
Charge), Shri Vivek Narayan
Shejwalkar, Member of
Parliament – Lok Sabha, Dr.
Satish Sikarwar, Member of
Legislative Assembly – Gwalior
East joined the event virtually
from Gwalior. TulsiramSilavat,
Minister – Water Resources,
Fisheries Welfare and Fisheries
Development, SmtUsha
Thakur, Minister – Tourism,
Culture, Adhyatm.
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The Symphony Orchestra of
India (SOI) strives to provide

opportunities to talented Indian
musicians in the field of western
classical music. Apart from per-
forming the mainstays of the
orchestral repertoire, the SOI is
now seeking Indian composers
to submit works. These works
will be performed by their musi-
cians, providing a platform to
composers from around the
world to showcase their work
and have their music performed.

Commenting on the initia-
tive, Marat Bisengaliev, music
director of SOI, said “The SOI
has always been at the forefront
in providing a platform to
encourage musical talent.
Through the ‘call for composers’
initiative, we aim to promote our
local composers and present
their work to a much larger
audience.”

A PDF score and audio
(MP3) of the participant’s com-
position, along with a copy of the
first and last page of their pass-
port/OCI card is required to be
sent to soi@ncpamumbai.com,
with the subject line ‘Call for
Composers – [participant’s
name]’. Audio files can be nota-

tion software audio renderings,
MIDI mock-ups, or live record-
ings. Interested composers may
submit up to two works. The reg-
istration closes on September 12,
2021.

The instrumentation com-
prises solo instruments (from the
following list) or any small,
medium or large ensemble.
Maximum instrumentation: one
flute, one oboe, one clarinet, one
bassoon, one French horn, one
trumpet, percussion, piano/key-
board, and strings. 

The selected compositions
will be performed/recorded by
musicians of the SOI or the SOI
Chamber Orchestra, and those
composers will receive an hon-
orarium and publicity on the
NCPA and SOI social media
platforms. Submission of works
does not guarantee performance.
The selection of works to be per-
formed is at the sole discretion
of the SOI.

The applicants must be of
Indian nationality or hold OCI
cards and must be above 18 years
of age.

For more details,  visit
https://www.soimumbai.com/call
forcomposers 

For many pet owners, hair shedding
is a serious problem. Shedding,

undoubtedly, makes a mess. As a pet
owner, you have probably come to
terms with the fact that regular house
cleaning is the norm, especially during
shedding season. While we all love our
furry friends, it is important that we
tackle the constant pet hair around our
homes for the health and hygiene of
everyone at home. And while we can see
the hair our pets leave behind, there’s
more to fur and fluff than meets the eye. 

�How are pet hair different? 
Pet hair shares many similarities

with human hair. But there are some key
differences that make pet hair particu-
larly difficult to clean. Animal hair stops
growing as soon as it reaches a certain
length and sheds to be replaced by new
hair and this can change between the
seasons. For instance, dog breeds, like
German Shepherds,  Collies and
Samoyeds, will shed more hair during
spring and autumn seasons to make way
for their summer pelts, which can
explain why you find pet hair constant-
ly at certain times of year. 

Pet hair has a tendency to embed
onto a carpeted surface or electrostat-
ically “stick” to a hard floor surface. This
is where vacuum cleaners come to the
rescue. Beyond the pet hair and food
you can see, there is a host of micro-
scopic life that pets bring in with them
that’s invisible to the naked eye. Pet dan-
der is just one of those things.
Composed of tiny, microscopic, skin
particles shed by pets with fur or feath-
ers. It can be shed onto surfaces or
transported through the air in house-
hold dust.

When vac uum c le aners  are
designed, the companies test with
dust from real homes and not just
industry standard material, because
they are aware that organic matter like
pet hair and dander is often caught up
in household dust and will have a big
impact on how the machine func-
tions. 

�How can we maintain a healthy
home while still sharing it with man’s
best friend? 

Practise grooming your pet regular-
ly

Pets shed fur all the time as their
hair reaches the catagen phase – the
stage in a hair’s life cycle stops growing
– more regularly than humans, so
grooming your pet regularly will avoid
hair being deposited all over your
home. Groom your pet in the same area
and spot clean this with slow vacuum-
ing using a mini-motorised tool,
designed with nylon bristles to remove
embedded pet hair and dander.

Follow the top to bottom cleaning
approach

Like dust, pet hair and dander can
become airborne when disturbed and
fall onto lower surfaces, so start clean-
ing up high and finish on your floors.
Don’t miss out on your sofa or arm-

chairs if your pets spend time there. Soft
furnishings can hold pet hair as well as
pet dander, dust mixes and other aller-
gens. A mini-motorised tool is great for
furniture you can’t put in the wash.

Go slow with vacuuming
Vacuuming slowly gives the airflow

and brush bar more time to agitate the
pet hair and remove it from the surface.
Pet hair is more likely to clump on car-
pets or form tumbleweed on hard floor
surfaces than human hair. Vacuuming
little and often prevents excessive build-
up of pet hair. If you’re tight on time,
using a robot cleaner to remove pet hair
while you’re out will keep pet hair under
control between more thorough cleans. 

Go 360o: vacuum in different direc-
tions

Go over the carpet a few times in
alternating directions to pick up more
pet hair and agitate some of those
embedded ones loose. But don’t forget,

any more than two or three times
gives minimal increase according to our
research.

Peel pet hair from surfaces
Some vacuums are engineered with

nylon and carbon fibre bristles at their
cleaner head to disturb the hair and peel
it off the surface on which it’s electrosta-
tically stuck. Using a cleaner head with
a lint picker strip will stick the pet hair
to it – a lint roller can do the job in some
cases, but it won’t be able to remove the
pet dander that causes allergies.

Wash your linen/ upholstery
Washing blankets, cushions and

bedding – wherever your pets spend the
most time – at 60o will help to break
down allergens and reduce the amount
of microscopic dander that dust mixes
feed on. At the end of the wash, make
sure you remove any pet hair out of the
drum.

(The author is a senior mechani-
cal engineer at Dyson, a household 

appliances company.)

The advent of work from home
has upended routine life as
we knew it, and one key

change has been the narrative sur-
rounding our beds. What was ear-
lier a sanctuary of rest and relax-
ation has now become a multipur-
pose space, often serving as a high-
functional, productive workspace as
well. However, from back-ache to
increased sleepiness, a wide variety
of problems can hamper productiv-
ity if this workspace is not designed
right. Here are five simple tips to
ensure that your bed is well-
designed for optimal productivity:
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Immense research has been

done on the ergonomics of office
spaces, and offices go to great
lengths to ensure that their space is
optimised for work. However, when
turning our beds into our offices,
we tend to ignore these aspects. A
comfortable mattress that is opti-
mised to prevent back-ache is now
more important than ever.
Additionally, cushions, boulsters
and bed tables can ensure that your
posture is right, and prevent dis-
comfort while working.
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Just like a messy desk can ham-
per productivity, a cluttered or
unclean bed can do a lot of dam-
age. Spills can be more difficult to
clean on beds, and using a mattress
protector is essential to prevent
damage to your mattress and keep
your bed clean. Avoid surrounding
yourself with paper and work para-
phernalia while working, and try to
set up a system of organisation even
if you are working from your bed,
such as folders or bedside drawers.
Additionally, using fitted sheets
can help prevent your bedding
from moving around as you shift in

your bed during the day, and anti-
pilling comforters can help avoid
pieces of lint. 
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From reducing eye strain and

headaches to improving your
mood, the right lighting can do
wonders for your workspace.
Moving your bed close to your win-
dow can increase exposure to sun-
light and enable you to reap many
benefits such as reduced sleepiness,
increased focus and better mood.
Aside from overhead lights, bedside
lamps or clip-on lights on your bed
can help improve the lighting in
your workspace. 
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Distractions are often consid-

ered the greatest enemy of produc-

tivity, and working from your
bed, rather than at a designated
desk, can often amplify the ten-
dency to get distracted. White
noise and noise cancelling head-
phones can help tune out any
noise in your surroundings.
Moreover, letting your family
members know that you are at
work and do not want to be dis-
turbed can also help reduce inter-
ruptions. If you find yourself get-
ting distracted very frequently,
this might be a sign that you need
a break. Stepping away from your
work and taking a short walk can
help you stay focussed after you
are back. 

	�������@�)����A���B�
One common challenge that

individuals face when working
from bed is the absence of a
boundary between work and relax-
ation.To fall asleep quickly, and
enjoy a night of uninterrupted
sleep, it is important to ensure that
your brain realises the difference
between the need to be active and
productive, and the need to relax.
Clearing away all work-related
items from your bed at the end of
the day, switching from overhead
lights to ambient lighting, adding
calming scents through candles
and essential oils and having a
comfortable blanket that is used
only while sleeping can help sep-
arate your sleep zone from your
work zone, even within the same
physical space. 

While work from bed has now
become a trending aesthetic on
social media, transforming a space
traditionally meant for sleep into
one for work can often be a tall
ordeal. While individuals engage
in extensive research on the right
ergonomics and products to be
used in an office, the same is not
done when one is turning their bed
into their workspace. Therefore,
the need of the hour is to engage
in the right practices and invest in
good-quality products to facilitate
a comfortable and productive
experience. 

(The author is the MD of
Peps Industries pvt. ltd., a spring

mattress company in India.)

Ever since its first episode aired, Zee
TV’s fiction show, Qurbaan Hua, has

been successful in entertaining the
masses through its unique love story of
two starkly different personalities -
Chahat and Neel, played by Pratibha
Ranta and Rajveer Singh respectively.
While debutante Ranta has left the
viewers spellbound with her perfor-
mance, Singh, too, has managed to con-
nect with audiences as Neel since his
entry. Recently, the actor had to climb
up a tree to shoot a particular scene dur-
ing which he met with an accident. 

Singh had to shoot a scene where
Neel plucks a Paryagpushp flower that
could be used by Chahat to soothe and
heal her burnt face. However, while bal-
ancing himself on the tree, Singh hap-
pened to fall and injured his knee in the
process. The shoot was stalled after the
mishap and a doctor was immediately
called to attend to the actor. While
Rajveer was advised bed rest for a while,
the actor being a true professional chose
to continue shooting for the sequence,
taking painkillers.

Sharing his experience, he revealed,
“We were shooting for a sequence on the
set where I was sitting on a tree but I fell
from there and injured my knee. The
whole set panicked seeing my situation
and called the doctor onset who even-
tually gave me a pain killer and did the
dressing for my wound. Currently, I am
on medication and physiotherapy and it
would approximately take a month for
the wound to completely heal. However,
if it doesn’t get better I might require a
small surgery to fix it. Nevertheless, I am
really thankful to my team for all their
care and concern because for a moment
I thought that I will not be able to get up.
At that point of time, I was only worried

about my work and nothing else. While
the knee still hurts, I’m relatively better
now, and the team has been extremely
supportive in shooting every scene con-
sidering my situation.”

While Rajveer’s dedication and
courageous spirit are an inspiration for
all, Neel is also trying his best to make
sure that Chahat doesn’t end up mar-
rying Zain for real. However, will Neel
succeed in proving the sincerity of his
love for Chahat compared to Zain’s shal-
low love?
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Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (POW-
ERGRID), a Maharatna PSU under the Ministry

of Power, Government of India, has won the cov-
eted Association for Talent Development’s (ATD)
2021 BEST Award, securing the eighth rank
among 71 organisations from around the globe, thus
becoming the only PSU to win this award and one
of the only two companies of India to feature in the
top 20. 

The Association for Talent Development (ATD,
formerly ASTD) is the world's largest association
dedicated to those who develop talent in organi-
sations and ATD’s BEST Award is the talent devel-
opment industry’s most rigorous and coveted recog-
nition. The global program recognises organisations

that demonstrate enterprise-wide success through
talent development.

POWERGRID has won this international
recognition for its diligent efforts in talent devel-
opment practises and programmes. The talent
development initiative in POWERGRID is driven
by the POWERGRID Academy of Leadership
(PAL).

PAL is POWERGRID’s state-of-the-art institute
of learning in management and technology, cater-
ing to both domestic and international clients. At
PAL, training and initiatives are organised for
enhancing employee performance, boosting
employee productivity, improving and strengthen-
ing company culture. 

Life Insurance Corporation of India,
a premier financial conglomerate
with footprints in 14  countries,

entered the 66th year of its existence yes-
terday, September 1, 2021. True to the
objective of nationalisation, LIC is com-
mitted to propagate the message of life
insurance to reach all insurable people at
a reasonable cost. 

Starting with an initial capital of `five
crores in 1956, today LIC has an asset base
of ` 38,04,610 crores, with life fund to the
tune of ` 34,36,686 crores. As per a sur-
vey report, released by Brand Finance
Insurance 100, LIC is ranked as the third
strongest and 10th most valuable brand in
the world. Despite two decades of open-
ing up of the insurance sector, the corpo-
ration continues to be a  market leader by
holding the majority of market share viz
66.18 per cent in the first year premium
income and 74.58 per cent in the number
of policies. During the year 2020-21, Life
Insurance Corporation of India sold a lit-
tle over two crores of new policies and reg-
istered a growth of 3.48 per cent in the new
business in  terms of the first year premi-
um by collecting an amount of `1.84 lakh
crores as on March 31, 2021. LIC’s pension
and group superannuation business ver-

tical crossed the one trillion mark succes-
sively for two years in a row by collecting
`1,27,769 crores as new business premium
income .  

Through its eight zonal offices, 113
divisional offices, 74 customer zones,
2048 branch offices, 1546 satellite offices,
more than 42,000 premium points and life
plus offices, over one lakh employees, 13.53
lakh agents, customers are sure to be pro-
vided with our best services. Besides this,
LIC has tied up with eight PSU banks, six
private banks, 13 regional rural banks, 41
cooperative banks and one foreign bank
to enhance productivity. LIC has a formi-
dable  distribution channel to bring about
qualitative and quantitative improvement
in business.  

LIC has always been a frontrunner in
the financial and infrastructure develop-
ment of the  nation since its inception in

1956 by deploying the funds to the best
advantage of the policy  holders as well as
the community at large. National priori-
ties and reasonable returns to the  policy-
holders are the main criteria of the organ-
isation’s investments. The total funds,
invested for the  benefit of the communi-
ty, at large are ` 36,76,170 crores as on
March 31, 2021.  

Today LIC offers a bouquet of 32 plans
for sale under individual business, each
catering to the needs of various segments
of the society viz endowment, term assur-
ance, children, pension,  micro insurance,
health insurance and unit linked products
et al. Customers are offered with  the best
products as per their changing needs.  

In 2020-21 LIC has settled 229.15 lakh
claims amounting to ̀  1,47,754 crores. LIC
has always been embracing technology for
providing hassle free services to our cus-
tomers and for making sales and services
easy. Many customer-centric initiatives
have been taken by  LIC besides improv-
ing pricing and creating operational effi-
ciencies.  

LIC has leveraged various digital plat-
forms for electronic premium payments to
provide a  seamless experience to cus-
tomers which facilitate payment of premi-

um anytime, anywhere.  premiums can be
paid by giving standing instructions to
banks, through debit/credit cards,  through
netbanking, IMPS, wallets, prepaid cards,
apps, through authorised premium collec-
tion centres apart from payment in
branches and satellite offices. Premium can
also be  paid online using MyLIC app,
downloadable on Android and Windows
phones. PayTM, PhonePe, GooglePay,
Amazon Pay, Mobikwik are some of the
more recent app based modes that are
available to customers for premium pay-
ment digitally (except ULIP, Health and e-
term  policies). 

Renewal of premium collection trans-
actions through the digital infrastructure
have reached an  all-time high of 74.8 per
cent in terms of total amount collected.
Online facility of loan repayment and loan
interest repayment is available with or
without logging through the customer por-
tal. Online loan request through customer
portal is available for premier service reg-
istered customers only.  

LIC has now facilitated revival of poli-
cies in the satellite offices and submission
of claim forms in  any branch across the
country. A special revival campaign has
been launched by LIC from August 23,

2021 to October 23, 2021, to facilitate
revival of lapsed policies.  

Switching of fund type under ULIP
Policy can now be done online by our
Customers. LIC’s Chatbot, LIC Mitra, is
capable of answering a variety of questions
on the plans available  for sale, servicing
related queries and also premium payment
enquiries. Digital learning platform has
been provided to the employees and
agents. Launch of Gyanpeeth  for enhanc-
ing knowledge of employees of the cor-
poration is a step in this direction. LIC
has also launched a mobile app, ANAN-
DA (Atma Nirbhar Agents New Business
Digital mobile  application) as a tool for
the onboarding process for new policies
through a paperless module.  

LIC Golden Jubilee Foundation,
established in the year 2006, caters to the
community development initiative of the
corporation and works on a large vari-
ety of projects focusing on relief of
poverty or distress, advancement of
education, medical relief and advance-
ment of  any other object of general pub-
l ic  ut i l ity.  Since inception,  the
Foundation has supported NGOs  ded-
icated to the above causes by sponsor-
ing through 589 projects.  

Apart from being a leading Life
Insurance Company, LIC is an interna-
tionally recognized  financial conglom-
erate with its presence in fourteen coun-
tries. It has also ventured into other
financial services through its subsidiaries
and associates such as LIC HFL, LIC
Pension Fund Ltd,  LIC Mutual Fund and
AMC Ltd, LIC Cards Services Ltd, IDBI
Bank Ltd, LICHFL Care Homes Limited,
LICHFL Financial Services Limited, and
LICHFL Asset Management Company
Limited.  

LIC has won 19 awards in the insur-
ance category in the year 2020-21; notable
ones being the Golden Peacock Award for
Corporate Governance and Readers
Digest award for the Most Trusted Brand.  

LIC has stood tall in challenging
times of Covid-19 pandemic and has been
able to provide seamless, unhindered, has-
sle free services to our esteemed policy-
holders.  

On this anniversary, LIC thanks all
policyholders and stakeholders for repos-
ing their unflinching trust in the organ-
isation. We rededicate ourselves to the
welfare of our customers in the true spir-
it of  our moto, “Yogakshemam vahamya-
ham” (thy welfare is our responsibility).  

NTPC REL received a Letter
of Award (LoA) from the

Chief Minister of Madhya
Pradesh, Shivraj Singh Chauhan,
for 325 MW of solar projects in
Rewa Ultra Mega Solar Limited
(RUMSL) at Shajapur Solar Park
in Madhya Pradesh.

Chauhan presented the LoA
to Agar, Shajapur and Neemuch
Solar Park with a capacity of
1500 MW at Bhopal. State
DISCOMs and Railways will
purchase the power from these
projects. Mohit Bhargava, CEO
of NTPC REL received the let-
ter of award.

NTPC REL has won a capac-
ity of 105 MW worth `2.35/kWh,
and also a capacity of 220 MW
worth `2.33/kWh in the Rewa
Ultra Mega Solar Limited’s auc-

tion held on July 19, 2021 for 450
MW of solar projects at Shajapur
Solar Park in Madhya Pradesh.

With this, NTPC achieves 4.4.
GW capacity through tariff
based competitive bidding.

Jammu’s directorate of tourism, in collaboration with
JKTDC, organised the Jammu Kite Festival’s second

edition at Tawi River Front Park on August 28. Owing
to the enthusiasm that residents of Jammu have for kites,
the festival witnessed huge crowds from various parts
of Jammu. The event was inaugurated by Dr Raghav
Langer, IAS, Divisional Commissioner of Jammu by
releasing the string of a kite. Speaking on the occasion
he said, “Kite flying has been an integral part of the cul-
ture of India. Kites have the ability to drag us out of our
homes and go back to childhood for a while. I congrat-
ulate Jammu’s directorate of tourism for organising such
a festival”

While addressing the media, Vivekanand Rai (IRS),
the director of tourism in Jammu, shared, “Kites have
been a part of a tradition since ancient time and even
today they are flown to celebrate various festivals and
sentiments. Ever since we started thinking about organ-
ising a kite flying festival in Jammu, we were sure that
it would get a great response. I would like to thank the
people of Jammu for making our initiative a thorough
success and using Indian thread for flying kites”.

A Total of 50 kite enthusiasts participated in the
event. The blue sky was dotted with numerous kites of
various shapes, colours and sizes which added to every-
one’s delight. It is important to note that the participants
used only Indian thread for flying kites. It was ensured
at the entry gate by the organisers that none of the par-
ticipants can take Chinese thread inside the venue.
Subhang Sethi and Mohit Sharma were declared win-
ners in two categories and each of them won a two
nights-three days stay at Patnitop, sponsored by JKTDC
and Jammu’s Directorate of Tourism, for a family of four.
All the participants were given certificates in the end. 

Naresh Kumar, KAS, Deputy Director Tourism
(Publicity) expressed, “The purpose of organising this
event was to revive the age-old tradition of kite flying
and to provide Jammuites an opportunity to witness
patangbaazi out in the open. This festival is also a part
of Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav Celebrations (75 years of
India’s Independence). This event will be made a regu-
lar feature in coming years and will be organised in a
more grand manner which will help in attracting tourists
from all  parts of  India.  “

The Festival was attended by the joint director of
tourism, Natasha Kalsotra, KAS, Sukriti Sharma, KAS,
GM of JKTDC, Dr Neha Mahajan DDT, planning
Jammu, Rahul Mahajan, accounts officer of Jammu’s
directorate of tourism, Sheena Sahni, ADT of Jammu
and other officers/officials from the tourism department.

On the second day of his tour to
Chhattisgarh, Arjun Munda, the

minister of Tribal Affairs, accompanied
by Pravir Krishna, the managing direc-
tor of TRIFED and other senior officials
of the district administration paid a visit
to a Van Dhan Vikas Kendra (VDVKC)
in Dhuragaon village on August 28, 2021.
Located in Lohanigunda Tehsil in Bastar
district and at a distance of 35 kms from
Jagdalpur, Dhuragaon has a population
of 1805 people, mainly tribals.

Organised by the Bastar district
administration, the visit of Munda to the
VDVKC was an important one. Villages

connected to the VDVKC include
Parapur, Lamraguda, Kutthar, Matnar,
Mardom, Badrenga, Kasturpaal, Anjar,
Alnar, Mandr, Chapar-Bhanpuri and
Katnaar. The members of this VDVKC
are involved in the procurement and pro-
cessing of MFPs such as tamarind,
mango, bel, amla, jamun, chironjee,
jackfruit, and guava.

At the VDVKC, Munda interacted
with the tribal beneficiaries which com-
prised both forest gatherers and artisans,
and discussed more about their experi-
ences with regard to the schemes that
have been implemented. The two-day

productive visit to the state thus conclud-
ed with this visit which provided a
glimpse into how the schemes are being
implemented on ground. The visit
included a review meeting in Raipur
where the minister interacted with Dr
Premsai Singh Tekam, the minister for
school education, tribal and scheduled
caste, backward class and minority
development, cooperation, government
of Chhattisgarh, the secretary of environ-
ment and forest, the secretary, tribal wel-
fare department, government of
Chhattisgarh, the secretary of rural
development and panchayat, govern-

ment of Chhattisgarh and other senior
officers and reviewed the progress of the
implementation of tribal development
programmes (MFP, VDSHGs and TRI-
FOOD projects) in the state.

Munda also inaugurated two Tribes
India outlets, one in Jagdalur airport and
the other in Chandni Chowk. Besides
this, the highlight was the visit to the
upcoming TRIFOOD project site in
Jagdalpurwhere he also addressed a Van
Dhan convention at the project site. It
was attended by beneficiaries of over 10
VDVKCs and distributed the Van Dhan
Natural awards, recognising the achieve-

ment of the tribal beneficiaries, artisans
and forest gatherers. This was a produc-
tive visit as the Hon’ble Minister reviewed
the ground level implementation, chal-
lenges and progress of these tribal devel-
opment schemes. It is hoped that with
review, monitoring and implementation
of the programmes at ground level, there
will be an impact in generating income
for the tribal people and empower
them. TRIFED continues in its mission
to effect a complete transformation of
tribal lives and livelihoods across the
country and progress towards an
Atmanirbhar Bharat.

Savitri  Jindal,  former
Haryana cabinet minister

and emeritus chairperson of
OP Jindal Group was con-
ferred with international hon-
our for her achievements in
the field of women empower-
ment. The award was present-
ed to her online by AsiaOne
magazine at the 14th edition of
the Pride of the Nation Series
Awards and Business Summit

of the Asia-Africa Business
and Social Forum.

In her address on the
occasion, Jindal, while dedi-
cating this honour to the
women’s world said that she is
determined to educate and
empower daughters. Her
dream is that daughters
should also get equal oppor-
tunity to serve the country
with their ability. She said that

now a change has come and
daughters are taking lead in
several fields. They have got
equal opportunity to join
armed forces also. It is a mat-
ter of great pleasure.

She added that she was a
simple housewife and was tak-
ing care of her family, but sud-
denly due to the death of OP
Jindal Saheb, she had to come
forward. To fulfill the dreams

of Jindal saheb for the uplift-
ment of the poor, farmers,
labourers, youth, and women,
she came into the field of
social service and she will be
devoted to the service of the
common people till her last
breath.

She thanked Rajat Shukla,
the global head of AsiaOne,
and said that team AsiaOne
should show new light of devel-

opment to the society through
journalism. The Asian conti-
nent is today a leading eco-
nomic power. India has also
made a lot of progress in many
fields, although there are many
such areas like education and
health, which have immense
potential for development.

Rajasthan’s Governor,
Kalraj Mishra, union minister,
Anurag Thakur, Mukhtar

Abbas Naqvi, Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat, Kiren Rijiju, Dr
Ramdas Athawale, Sadhvi
Niranjan Jyoti, MP Gautam
Gambhir, Manoj Tiwari,
Hansraj Hans, Ravi Kishan,
Shri  Shri  Ravishankar,
Niranjan Hiranandani, Ashish
Kumar Chauhan, Anant
Goenka, Rishab Mariwala and
other dignitaries  were also
present during the occasion.
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LIC—65 YEARS OF COMMITMENT AND TRUST 

Housing Commissioner
Pawan Arora informed

that from Monday, four hous-
ing schemes (Mukhyamantri
Jan Awas Yojna, Sector-8,
Pratap Nagar, Jaipur, Sector-
26, Pratap Nagar, Jaipur,
Aravali Vihar, Bhiwadi and
studio apartments (coaching)
are being implemented by
Rajasthan Housing Board.
Hub, Pratap Nagar, Jaipur)
has been started. Only online
applications will be accepted
for these schemes. Application
can be made online by visiting

e-Mitra.
He said that a total of 2668

multi-storey houses would be
built in these four schemes.
Under the Chief Minister’s
Jan Awas Yojana, houses will
be built for economically
weaker income group and low
income group. The residences
at Studio Apartments (which
will be turned into a coaching
hub), Pratap Nagar, Jaipur
will be constructed on the
basis of self-financing scheme.

Under the Chief Minister
Jan Awas Yojana, 2398 hous-

es will be built in three pro-
jects. Applications in these
schemes can be made by vis-
iting the website of Rajasthan
Housing Board,
https://urban.rajasthan.gov.in

The registration fee can be
deposited on the website both
offline and online. Applicant
should have a PAN card and
Aadhar card. The full pre-
scribed amount of registration
for the application will be
deposited in one go along
with the form while applying
online.
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World No 1 Novak
Djokovic won without

playing his best to reach the
second round of the US Open
on Tuesday in his quest for a
calendar-year Grand Slam and
record 21st Major title.

The 34-year-old Serbian
star dominated much of the
way in beating 18-year-old
Danish qualifier Holger Rune
6-1, 6-7 (5/7), 6-2, 6-1 after two
hours and 15 minutes in the
night feature at Arthur Ashe
Stadium.

“It wasn’t the best of my
performances,” Djokovic said.
“At the same time, he played
well in the second set when it
mattered and I didn’t serve well
in the second set.”

History-chasing Djokovic,
who has won eight of the past
12 Grand Slam events, will next
face 121st-ranked Dutchman
Tallon Griekspoor.

Djokovic would complete
the first men’s singles calendar-
year Slam since Rod Laver in
1969 by winning the crown on

the New York hardcourts. He
would also break the deadlock
for all-time men’s Slam titles at
20 which he shares with Roger

Federer and Rafael Nadal, both
absent due to injuries, as is
defending champion Dominic
Thiem.

ZVEREV STRETCHES STREAK
Earlier, Tokyo Olympic

champion Alexander Zverev
stretched his win streak to 12
matches and warned he has his
eyes on denying Djokovic the
Slam.

Fourth seed Zverev, who
beat Djokovic in an Olympic
semi-f inal,  dispatched
American Sam Querrey 6-4,
7-5, 6-2.

“I hope in two weeks’

time I’ll be on an 18-match
winning streak,” said Zverev,
who would claim his first
Grand Slam title if he creates
such a run.

The 24-year-old German,
who next faces Spain’s Albert
Ramos-Vinolas, could face
Djokovic in the semi-finals.

QUALIFIER PULLS STUNNER
French-born US qualifier

Maxime Cressy fired 44 aces

@:�����	
��
	��������D��	
���
����� and saved four match points to
upset Spanish ninth seed Pablo
Carreno Busta 5-7, 4-6, 6-1, 6-
4, 7-6 (9/7).

Japan’s 56th-ranked Kei
Nishikori, the 2014 US Open
runner-up, eliminated Italy’s
113th-ranked Salvatore Caruso
6-1, 6-1, 5-7, 6-3. He next
plays American Mackenzie
McDonald with Djokovic a
possible third-round oppo-
nent.

Wimbledon runner-up
Matteo Berrettini, a US Open
semi-finalist two years ago, defeat-
ed France’s Jeremy Chardy 7-6
(7/5), 7-6 (9/7), 6-3.

New York: World No 1 Ashleigh
Barty, coming off wins at
Wimbledon and Cincinnati, began
her chase for back-to-back Slam
titles by defeating Russian Vera
Zvonareva 6-1, 7-6 (9/7) at the US
Open on Tuesday.

Canadian sixth seed Bianca
Andreescu, the 2019 US Open win-
ner who skipped last year’s event out-
lasted Swiss Viktorija Golubic 7-5, 4-
6, 7-5 after two hours and 48 min-
utes.
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France forward Antoine Griezmann has made a shock return to
Atletico Madrid just two years after leaving to join Barcelona,

on the final day of a hectic European transfer window.
Real Madrid also bagged a French international star as Eduardo

Camavinga arrived from Rennes — but their attempts to sign Kylian
Mbappe from Paris Saint-Germain failed.

World Cup-winning 30-year-old Griezmann, who scored 133
goals in his first spell with Atletico, has rejoined on a one-year loan
deal with an option to extend by another year and an obligation
to buy, the club said.

Midfield prodigy Camavinga, who is just 18, penned a six-year
deal at Real, the club reportedly paying a fee of 31 million euros
plus nine million euros more in bonuses.

Real had spent the last week trying to clinch a dizzying deal
for 22-year-old forward Mbappe, making two bids, the last under-
stood to be worth a total of 180 million euros.

But PSG’s Qatari owners do not need to sell and appear pre-
pared to risk losing Mbappe for free at the end of the campaign
in order to have the World Cup winner, Neymar and Messi togeth-
er in attack for at least one season.

Real can come back in for Mbappe again in January, when they
could sign him to a pre-contract agreement to move next summer
without having to pay a transfer fee.

On Tuesday, PSG also announced the signing of teenage
Portugal defender Nuno Mendes from Sporting Lisbon, on a sea-
son-long loan with an option to buy.

In Barcelona, Brazilian right-back Emerson Royal joined
Tottenham Hotspur for 25 million euros after two seasons on loan

with Real Betis, while teenager Ilaix Moriba head-
ed to RB Leipzig for an initial 16 million

euros.
They also announced a deadline-day

deal to take Sevilla forward Luuk de Jong
on loan.

In the Premier
League, Chelsea
secured the signing
of Atletico midfield-

er Saul Niguez on a
season-long loan.

Early strugglers
Arsenal signed Japan
defender Takehiro
Tomiyasu from Bologna

for a fee worth a report-
ed £19.8 million, and

offloaded defender Hector
Bellerin to Real Betis on a sea-

son-long loan.
On Wednesday former

Bayern Munich defender Jerome
Boateng joined Ligue 1 side Lyon on
a two-year deal after his contract
with the German giants expired.
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Vice-captain Ajinkya
Rahane’s wretched form
and senior off-spinner

Ravichandran Ashwin’s proba-
ble inclusion will have the most
significant impact on the Indian
team’s efforts to move on from
its Leeds debacle when it takes
on a stronger England in the
fourth Test at the Oval starting
on Thursday.

The high of an inspira-
tional victory at the Lord’s was
followed by back-to-back batting
debacles at Headingley and the
penultimate game at Oval would
certainly have an impact on both
sides as the series heads towards
its business end.

Skipper Virat Kohli had
said that a victory at Lord’s did-
n’t guarantee a win in the next
Test and a defeat at Headingley
doesn’t mean that an encore
would happen at the Oval with
the series locked at 1-1.

Not the one to believe that
outside noise (fans and experts)
should be given much credence,
the Indian captain, in his heart
of hearts, knows that all is not
well with his batting unit and the
biggest problem is the perfor-
mance of its three middle-order
stalwarts — the skipper himself,
Cheteshwar Pujara and his
deputy Rahane.

Pujara might have
redeemed himself with a
knock of 91 which was high
on ‘intent quotient’ but the
same can’t be said about
Rahane, whose form is shaky
despite a crucial 61 in the sec-
ond innings at the Lord’s.

In all likelihood, Rahane

would get another chance but
over the past two years, his
inconsistency has hurt this team
badly.

What many people have
found baffling is that even a
hundred at Melbourne or a fifty
at the Lord’s hasn’t inspired
confidence and he has never
looked like getting back into
some kind of form.

A total of 95
runs in five

innings at an average of 19 is not
an indicator of Rahane’s quali-
ties but a spunky strokeplayer
like Suryakumar Yadav or an
orthodox batter like Hanuma
Vihari might bring in a bit of
freshness in the middle-order.

If Rahane is dropped at all,
then Vihari has a better chance
of coming in as he also bowls
off-spin.

Ravindra
Jadeja in
this series,

with two wickets from three
games, has played pri-
marily as a No 7 bats-

man whose willow-
wielding skills are
considered to be far

better than Ashwin,
who is perhaps the world’s

best spinner at the moment.
The Oval track has tra-

ditionally helped spinners
and therefore Ashwin, who

had a six-wicket haul in a
county game for Surrey (vs

Somerset) might just bring in his
400 plus wicket experience to
trouble the English batters who
have been wary of him in the
past.

But Kohli, whose fascination
for four pacers is well document-
ed, might want to replace an off-
colour Ishant Sharma with
Shardul Thakur, who is more of
an all-rounder and it remains to
be seen if Ashwin comes in place
of Jadeja, who hasn’t been pen-

etrative enough.
Similarly, the skipper has

indicated looking at the work-
load of Jasprit Bumrah and
Mohammed Shami, both of
whom have bowled over 100
overs in the series so far.

If their middle-order is a
cause of concern, the other
aspect that’s bound to give them
sleepless nights is the form of
rival skipper Joe Root, who has
already tallied 507 runs in just
three games with a hat-trick of
hundreds.

If Ashwin gets a look-in,
Root versus Ashwin will be a
contest that a lot of cricket fans
will be looking forward to.

For England, Dawid Malan,
in his comeback match, was in
good touch. Add to it, Mark
Wood’s blistering pace and Chris
Woakes’s incisive swing bowling
and it is enough to ensure a bit
of workload management for
James Anderson.

London: All-rounder Moeen
Ali has been named as
England vice-captain for the
fourth Test against India start-
ing Thursday at the Oval.

Moeen’s elevation comes
after Jos Buttler was given a
paternity break due to the
impending arrival of his sec-
ond child.

The 34-year-old Moeen
has so far played 63 Tests for
England, scoring 2879 runs
with five hundreds and also
has 193 wickets to his credit
with five five-wicket hauls
with his off-breaks. PTI
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Dubai: Opener Rohit Sharma
on Wednesday toppled his
skipper Virat Kohli to become
top-ranked Indian batsman
after being placed fifth in the
latest ICC men’s Test Player
Rankings.

Rohit’s scores of 19 and 59
in the third Test lifted him one
place to a career-best fifth
position, seven rating points
more than Kohli for an aggre-
gate of 773.

The last time someone
other than Kohli was the top-
ranked India batter was in
November 2017, when
Cheteshwar Pujara was second
and Kohli fifth.

In the latest update, Pujara
has progressed three slots to
reach 15th position after his
second innings knock of 91
and is the fourth Indian on the
list with Rishabh Pant still
ahead of him in 12th place
despite slipping four slots.

India pacer Jasprit
Bumrah also rose one place
among bowlers, from 10th to
ninth, while spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin was
static at the second position
behind Australia’s Pat
Cummins.

Ravindra Jadeja and
Ashwin held on to their third

and fourth spots respectively in
the Test all-rounder rankings.

England captain Joe Root’s
sublime form in the ongoing
World Test Championship
series against India has helped
him reclaim the top spot for
batters after nearly six years.

The 30-year-old had start-
ed the series in fifth position
but his 507 runs in three Tests
have helped him overtake
Kohli, Marnus Labuschagne,
Steve Smith and finally New
Zealand captain Kane
Williamson, whom he now
leads by 15 rating points.

Among bowlers, veteran
England pacer James
Anderson has moved back to
the top five, his four wickets
in the match lifting him one
place, while Player of the
Match Ollie Robinson has
advanced nine places to 36th
after his seven-wicket match
haul. PTI
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London: Karnataka speedster
Prasidh Krishna, who has been
a standby player with the Indian
team for the past three months,
was on Wednesday added to the
main squad ahead of the fourth
Test.

“The All-India Senior
Selection Committee — based
on the request of the team man-
agement — has added fast
bowler Prasidh Krishna to
India’s squad for the fourth
Test,” BCCI secretary Jay Shah
stated in a release.

Bowling coach Bharat
Arun maintained that Krishna’s
inclusion was a “precautionary”

measure.
“He (Prasidh) has been

included in the team, mainly
because, considering all the
workload management issues
an...There is nothing more to it
than that,” Arun said at the vir-
tual press conference before the
fourth Test.

“So Ishant’s (Sharma) form
was a bit of concern, I think, but
we have things sorted out. But
Prasidh Krishna is just you
know, a precautionary inclu-
sion,” added Arun. The 25-year-
old has played only nine First-
Class games with 34 wickets in
his kitty. PTI
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New Delhi: Khera XI Delhi beat
Flyers Hockey Club Delhi by 4-
1 while Rani Khera Hockey
Club Delhi played 3-3 draw
against Khera Kalan Hockey
Center Delhi in the Wednesday’s
matches of Delhi hockey junior
women’s state championship
2021. In the first match of the
day played at MDC National
Stadium, Varsha Pal, Priyanshi
Rana, Nisha and Nishu Rana
scored a goal each to help Khera
XI Delhi secure big win as
Flyers Hockey Club Delhi could
only score one in return. On
Thursday, Ganga International
School will face Khera XI in the
first match and Rani Khera
Hockey Club will play against
Mundka Hockey Club. PNS
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India’s bowling coach
Bharath Arun said that

English batsmen are “wary
of Ravichandran
Ashwin’s abilities”
on tracks with
“assistance” but
a call  on the
senior off-spin-
ner’s inclusion
will only be
taken on
T h u r s d a y
morning ahead
of the fourth
Test.

“Ashwin, no
doubt, is one of the

best bowlers we have
and its unfortunate that
he has not played so far
but if there is an oppor-
tunity and if we feel that

he is going to fit
into the scheme

of things, they
will definitely
both be
bowling in
t a n d e m ,”
Arun said
when asked
if both the

spinners can
fit  into the

playing XI at Oval
which aids spin
bowling.

However, Arun hinted
that English batters’ circum-
spect way of handling Ashwin
may lead to a change in nature
of the track along with fickle
English weather playing its
part.

“History at the Oval says
that it aids spin but you also
know how the Englishmen are
wary of Ashwin’s abilities of
what he could do if there is
any assistance from the track.

“The best thing would be
to decide after looking at the
track tomorrow morning as
anything could happen
between now and tomorrow.
So we look at it tomorrow
morning and decide.”
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Bangladesh batter Tamim
Iqbal on Wednesday said

that he did not want to be in the
national squad for the T20
World Cup to give other players
a chance. The 32-year-old open-
er said he had told the
Bangladesh Cricket Board and
chief selector Minhajul Abedin
of his decision on Wednesday.

“I told them I don’t think I
should be in the World Cup
team. I am basically not available
for the World Cup,” Tamim
said in a video message.

Tamim has not played a

T20I since March last year and
missed Bangladesh’s series win
over Australia last month
because of a knee injury. He is
also out for the current T20
series against New Zealand.

He said he hoped he would
be fit for the World Cup, which
starts in the United Arab
Emirates on October 17, but
added: “The thing that struck
me, since I am not playing the
last 15 to 16 games, those who
were in my place I don’t think it
would be fair to them.

“Maybe I would I have been
in the squad, but I don’t think it
would be fair.”

Soumya Sarkar,
Mohammad Naim, Liton Das
and Mahedi Hasan are expect-
ed to be the main candidates
to open the batting at the
World Cup.
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India’s leading table tennis
players G Sathiyan and

Manika Batra have sought an
exemption from the national
federation for the national camp
beginning in Sonipat on
Thursday, making them ineligi-
ble for selection for the upcom-
ing Asian Championships as per
the new rules.

Manika wants to continue
with her training regimen in
Pune while Sathiyan is playing
in the Polish league. “I request
(the TTFI) to let me continue
with the training plan I follow.
I would like to prepare well and

make a lot of effort (for the
upcoming events),” she said.

Sathiyan, on his part, said:
“I am currently training in
Poland with some high quality
sparring partners and will be
playing some much needed
quality matches in the Polish
Superliga. “And then will rest
and recover for few days in
Chennai and head to Doha for
WTT on September 17 fol-
lowed by Asians at the same
place. So, unfortunately will not
be able to attend the camp this
time.”

The Asian Championships
begin in Doha on September 28
and will be preceded by the

WTT Star Contender.
Both Manika and Sathiyan

had won the mixed doubles title
in Hungary last month and also
did well in the singles.

However, TTFI advisor M P
Singh said the federation’s poli-
cies are not player specific and
whosoever doesn’t turn up for
the national camp will not be
considered for selection as per
the new rules.

Manav Thakkar and
Harmeet Desai, who both are
training in Germany at the
moment, confirmed that they
will be joining the camp soon.
Sharath Kamal, too, will be
attending.
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London: India head coach
Ravi Shastri would like his
team to take inspiration from
its Lord’s Test win rather
than think about the humil-
iating defeat at Leeds ahead
of the fourth Test.

Shastri admitted that get-
ting out for 78 on the first
day became decisive in the
final context of the third
Test but the series is still
“wide open”.

“It’s very easy, you just go
back to Lord’s. Just think
Lord’s, forget the last one. As
simple as that. I know it’s eas-

ier said than done but we
should remember your good
moments as well. Such things
happen in the game,” Shastri
said.

Shastri spoke about how
one should take the positives
from the Lord’s Test where
they were in a weaker posi-
tion at the start of the fifth
day before turning the tables.

“England was in the dri-
ver’s seat and we snatched
victory.” In the last Test
match, they bowled bril-
liantly. But this series is wide
open.” PTI
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Olympic champion and
11th seed Belinda Bencic
claimed an opening-round
win over Arantxa Rus of the
Netherlands, 6-4, 6-4 while

Iga Swiatek, seeded sev-
enth, defeating American qual-
ifier Jamie Loeb, 6-3, 6-4 in an
hour and 14 minutes. On
Wednesday, defending champion
Naomi Osaka returned to the third
round when her opponent with-
drew because of illness. AFP

Tokyo: World number one
shuttler Pramod Bhagat made
an impressive start to his cam-
paign in the men’s singles com-
petition but young Palak Kohli
endured a tough day at the
Tokyo Paralympics, here on
Wednesday.

Bhagat, the reigning world
champion, outwitted fellow
Indian Manoj Sarkar 21-10, 21-
23, 21-9 in his men’s singles
group A class SL3 opener that
lasted 56 minutes.

The 33-year-old, who had
contracted polio during his
childhood, will face Ukraine’s
Oleksandr Chyrkov on
Thursday. Manoj too will clash
with Chyrkov on Friday.

Earlier, Kohli had a diffi-
cult day in office as she suffered

defeats in both her women’s
singles and mixed doubles
matches. Up against Japan’s
Ayako Suzuki, a Gold medal-
list at the 2009 World
Championships, the 19-year-
old Kohli lost 4-21, 7-21 in just
19 minutes in a group A
women singles class SU5
match.

Kohli, whose left arm is
under-developed since birth,
will next take on Turkey’s
Zehra Baglar on Thursday.

Kohli and Bhagat had ear-
lier gone down fighting against
second seeds Lucas Mazur and
Faustine Noel in the mixed
doubles group B opener.
Bhagat and Kohli, competing
in SL3-SU5 class, lost 9-21, 21-
15, 19-21 in 43 minutes. PTI
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